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Winer Uncovers
Details of Incident

Bands, students and coolers made lhe annual Spring Weekend pilgrimage to the Quad for a few hours
of fun in the sun.
jihuhihy J.i,. I l.irdy

David Winer, Dean of Students,
has asked Alpha Chi Rho to give
him definitive and accurate facts
about the "Crow Incident" by
noon today. In a letter released late
last week, Winer issued a statement
to the fraternity which included a
set of terms.
According to Winer, the admini, stration has extended Crow's social
probation to include the house
itself. They will not be allowed to
sponsor any social activities on their
property. "They can* no longer enjoy the privacy of private
property," he said. This probation
has been extended to an undetermined date during the next
academic year.
He will announce this action at
the faculty meeting today, he
stated, if he is called on to do so.
Winer noted, "I think that some
of the stories that are out on the circuit are way out of proportion." He
said that he had woven togethef a
story from all the facts that have

been brought to him by students,
administrators, and faculty
members. "I think my sources are
very reliable," Winer said. He
added that he thought his story was
"pretty accurate."
Winer pointed out, however, that
he could not stand up in a court of
law and be totally sure of the truth
of his information.' When asked
why the administration has been so
silent on the issue, he said, "the
silence on my part has been due to
lack of hard proof," It has also
been due, he noted, to a question in
his mind as to how far he can go
with what he has.
"I have to have an admission of
guilt or witnesses and" be certain
beyond a reasonable doubt that my
information is. the truth," Winer
said.
Some of the information Winer
admits to having includes a long list
of names of those male students involved and an idea of the name and
continued on page 4

Kreps Among Those To Receive Honorary Degrees
honorary degrees on Sunday, May
24 at the College's 155th Commencement. The recipients will be:
Colin G. Campbell, president of
Wesleyan University: T. Mitchell
Ford, chairman, president and chief
executive officer of the Emhart
Corporation; the Honorable
Amaiya L Kearse, United States
Circuit Judge; Juanita M. Kreps,
educator, economist, and former
U.S. Secretary of Commerce;
James P. (Jim) Murray '43, sports
columnist for the Los Angeles
Times; and The Right Reverend
Morgan Porteus, the Bishop of the
Episcopal Diocese of Connecticut.
Dr. Kreps will give the Commencement address.
Colin Campbell will be awarded a
Doctor of Humane Letters degree

T. Mitchell Ford
1967 as administrative vice president, was named executive vice
president in 1%9, and became
president of the university in 1970.
1
Campbell is a trustee of the Institute for Architecture and Urban
Studies and the Northern Energy
Corporation. He is a director of the
Charles E. Culpeper Foundation,
Pitney Bowes, and the Middlesex
Mutual Assurance Company. He
has been a member of the board of
the Middlesex Memorial Hospital
since 1971. He has honorary
degrees from Amherst and Williams
Colleges.
Mitchell Ford will receive a
Doctor of Laws degree (LL.D.). A
Harvard graduate, Ford earned an
LL.B. from Yale Law School in
1948. Following a three-year stint as
an
attorney for the Central IntelliColin C, Campbell
gence Agency from 1952-1955,
(L.H.D.) A graduate of Cornell Ford was general counsel to the
University, Campbell earned his Naugatuck Valley Industrial CounJ.D. degree from Columbia Univer- cil in Waterbury, Connecticut. He
sity in I960 and then joined the firm joined the American Hardware
of Cummings & Lockwood in Corporation, the predecessor to
Stamford. • From 1964-1967, he was Emhart, in 1958, as assistant to the
vice president in the planning and president. He later became assistant
government affairs division of the secretary, secretary and genera!
American Stock Exchange. Camp- counsel and, in 1964, vice president
bell Joined she Wcsic'van staff in and genera! counsel of Emhart. He

was elected president and chief executive of Emhart in 1967 and 1970,
respectively.
Ford is a director of Hartford
National Bank and Trust Company, United Technologies Corporation, Hartford National Corporation, The Travelers Insurance Companies, and the Greater Hartford
Chamber of Commerce, of which
he became chairman in 1979.
Amaiya Kearse will be awarded a
Doctor of Laws degree (LL.D.). A
United States Circuit Judge since
1979, Kearse was an associate and
then a partner in the firm of Hughes
Hubbard and Reed from
1962-1979, • where she engaged in
general corporate litigation. She
taught at New York University
from 1968-196.9. Among her
numerous legal activities, she is a
member of the American Law Institute, a fellow of the American Col-

NAA.CP .Legal Defense and Educational Fund from 1977-1979, the
board of directors of the National
Urban League from 1978-1979, the
board of directors of the Legal Aid
Society from 1973-1977, and the
board of trustees of the YWCA of
the City of New York from
1976-1979.
Judge Kearse is a graduate of
Wellesley College and the University of Michigan Law School. She is
the author of a number of legal
publications on tax and corporation
law.
Juanita Kreps will be awarded a
Doctor of Laws degree (LL.D.). A
Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Berea
College, she earned her doctorate in
economics at Duke, and a year later
was appointed vice president of the
university. She was appointed
Secretary of Commerce by President Carter in January, 1977, and
held the post until December, 1979.
She was the first woman to serve as
Secretary of Commerce, as well as
the first economist to hold the position.
Since resigning as Secretary of
Commerce, she has joined or rejoined the boards of R. J. Reynolds
Industries, J. C. Penney Company,
UAL, Inc. and its subsidiary,
United Airlines; Citicorp, Eastman
Kodak, American Telephone and
Telegraph, and ARMCO. She is a
trustee of the Duke Endowment,
In 1975-1976, Kreps was presi-

dent of the Southern Economic
Assadatidn. She is a former chairman of the board of the Educational Testing i Service, and vice
president of the GerontoiogicaJ
Society.
Kreps is the ftuthor and editor of

Dr. Juanita Kreps
several books and numerous articles
in economic journals. In 1976, she
received the Nojrth Carolina Public
Service Award.
James Murray will receive a Doc»
tor of Letters degree (Litt.D.). A
1943 Trinity graduate, Murray was
campus correspondent for the Hartford Times while a Trinity student.
He worked as a general assignment
continued on page 2

Inside The Tripod
The Honorable
Antalya L. Kearse
lege of Trial Lawyers, a member of
the National Association of Women
Judges and the Association of the
Bar City of New York. She was a
member of the executive committee
of the Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights Under Law from 1970-1979,
ihe board of directors of the

Hartford
Runaway Shelter
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Committee For Harassed Formed Six To Be Honored
At Graduation
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by Rachal Mann
"Unwelcome Sexual, advances,
requests for sexual favors, and
other verbal or physical conduct of
sexual nature constitute sexual
harassment," states the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission.
,
On the advise of outside legal
counsel, Trinity College; is working;
on the ' implementation' of rules
against sexuaf harassment and on a
procedure of appeals, in case of
incident. According to Marilyn
Denny, Director of Institutional
Affairs, "We are alternately concerned with our students' welfare.
We want to make sure; that these
complications' are identified and
that a mechanism for prevention
and appeal are put in place,"
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
fo 1964 states that discrimination in
the workplace because of sex is illegal, regardless of race, color, relition or "other origin." Up until
now, Trinity has not had any means
of. identifying .or-examining irK
cidents of sexual harassment at the
College. Denny suggested that the
legal counsel to the College was
concerned that Trinity would one
day be found guilty of inaction on
these issues if it did not act promptly. Therfore, the administration,
faculty and students are working
together to create some guidelines.

cedures which will hopefully go into
effect in September of 1981.
According to Denny, incidents of
sexual harrassment usually occur
when there is an imbalance of
power between two parties working
under a contractural relationship.

.' One example is if an employee
can' only receive a pay raise if
she/he grants her/his employer sex'ualfayofs. When;applied to Trinity, this type of situation can involve
sexual favors for passing grades.
However, harassment can also go
beyond these more obvious situations.
penny points out that a faculty
mgnjber repeatedly asking astudent
for a date when the student has emphatically turned down previous offer(s) can be considered harassment. Verbal abuse also constitutes
sexual harrassment.

contends that "You may think that
an individual could have said yes or
no; however, it was not necessarily
clear to that individual. There is a
status discrepancy — by virtue of
status, there's harm in asking."

The EEOC states that "an
employer, employment agency,
joint apprenticeship committee or
labor organization is responsible for
its acts and those:of its agents and
supervisory employees with respect
to sexual harassment."
Furthermore, it states, "an
employer is responsible for acts of
sexual harassment in the workplace
'where the employer knows or
should have known of the
conduct."
According to Denny, Trinity not
only has a responsibility to protect
its employees and students, but
failure to be aware of the problems
of sexual harassment and failure to
notify the community of its policy
on sexual harassment could result in
a legal suit against the College.

A monthly union journal, entitled the IAM Shoptalk further delineates other instances of harass-"1
nient: "to" leeV,' whistle, or gossip
about a woman co-worker's sex life
is a form of harassment . . . And
The "Statement on Procedural
"friendly' pats are not friendly,
Standards in Faculty Dismissal Prothey're disrespectful.
ceedings" says, "A necessary pre"When you tell obscene jokes condition of a strong faculty is that
about how another woman looks in it have first-hand concern with its
own membership," Implicit in the
front of a female co-worker, you
are insulting her . . . She's probably EEOC statues and in Title VII is the
afraid you're saying the same things feeling that a lack of concern shows
The.membePs.oC'the,ad-hqc committee , include , De.nny.,',Thomas-1. behind, her back." Any of these negligenceon the part of an instituSmith, Vice President of the col- type of incidents can be applied to tion.
any workplace or academic institulege; Constance Ware, Director of
The College is presently conDevelopment; Robert Stewart of
tion.
cerned with defining the appeals
the Math Department, Richard
Denny states, however, that process and forming an appeals
Scheuch of the Economics Departharassment is a "nebulous situa- committee. The next step will be to
ment, Gustave Andrian of the
Modern Language Department,
tion." She says that the opposing define College policy and to make
and Jyoti Daniere, '83. At present,
arguments assert that "there's no the community aware of these
they are establishing grievance proharm in asking or trying." Denny guidelines, Denny notes.

continued from page 1
reporter for the New Haven
Register in 1943-1944, and had a
similar assignment at the Los
Angeles Examiner from 1944-1948.
He was Los Angeles correspondent
for Time Magazine from 1948-1959,
and was a founder of Sports Illustrated, for which he was west
coast editor from 1959-1961. He
joined the Los Angeles Times as a
sports columnist in 1961. His column is syndicated in more than 200
newspapers, and' he has been
named America's best sportswriter
by the National Sportscasters and
Sportswriters Association fourteen
times.
Morgan Porteus will receive the
degree of Doctor of Divinity
(D.D.). A Hartford native, Porteus
The Rt. Rev. Morgan Porteus
is a graduate of Bates College and
of the Episcopal Divinity School in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. From
1945-1965, he was rector of St.
Peter's Church in Cheshire. In
1971, he was named Suffragan
Bishop of Connecticut, became Coadjutor Bishop in 1976 and was installed as Diocesan Bishop in 1977.

James ("Jim") Murray

Bishop Porteus was chaplain of
Gaylord Sanitorium and Hospital
from 1945-1965, a member of the
board of directors and the board of
parole at the Connecticut Reformatory from 1960-1969, chairman of
the Diocesan Liturgical Commission from 1969-1971, and consultant to the Standing Liturgical
Commission of the National
Church since 1970.

Announcements.
Craft Fair

are served at 6:30.
If you have any interest at all,
please get in touch with us and we'll
answer any questions. You need not
make any commitment until next fall.

Hadassah of Manchester Connecticut will hold its seventh
annual craft fair on Sunday, May
17, 1981 at the Manchester Parkade Shopping Center from 10:00
a.m. toSp.m., rain or shine. Public
admission and parking is free,
Summer lob Available
Are you
refreshments will be sold, About looking tor,a {oh where you can let
109 of. New England's-finest crafts- yoiir oiwil'schedule, work 10 hours
men will display such..handerafted a week-,''and .earn $3.50 io $3.75 an
items as dolls, pottery, leather and hour? Do you like to work with
woodworking.
animals? This summer [May 26Proceeds from the fair will be used August 31] there is an excellent
to support research at the Hadassah opportunity for you In the
Hospital in Jerusalem where citizens Psychology Department here at
of Israel and surrounding middle east Trinity. If you would like to be the
countries are treated with the most Lab Animal Caretaker, please
modern life saving equipment.
contact Professor Kirkland at
• Anyone wishing an application extension 401 or Tom Eld at 524should contact: Phyllis,.Levy, 248 51$8 '-.Orf'-'lrox ".110. Previous el Kennedy Road, Manchester, CT. perience Is not necessary.
06040.

Job

Hearts
Attention all Hearts players: two
seniors seek opponents for massive
game after the I5th!, Contact Jim
Hageh' or Tony Sheriton.

Cooking
Anybody who is interested in
forming a group to use Deke's
facilities for dinners, please contact
Brick Fisher or Kale Cullen at 6492175 or drop a note in; Box' #1043.
This eating co-op rente Deke's cooking
and eating facilities in order to provide a cheaper alternative to Saga apd
a less isolated atmosphere than one's
own room.
We are looking for people who
might be interested in eating one, two
or all six nights. The cost is $45.00
pernight for the entire term. (If you
wish to eat every Monday night all
term long, then you pay $45.00) meals

DJ/s Wanted
D.J.'s wanted for WRTC-FM,
mit items to the writer at 79 Vernon
ceedings". says,"A necessary prenewspapers, • and; he has-: bee^n
named America's best sportswriter
by the National Sportscasters and
Sportswriters Association fourteen
times.

Honors Day
•••The annual Honors Day ceremony
will be held at 1:30 p.m. on Friday,
May 15.. This is a day when many
prizes and other awards are presented
to the student body by various departments. Most of the prizes are described
on page 209 of the Catalogue. Sudents interested in any awards should
contact appropriate department or
faculty members that-are indicated..

REPORTER .
We are once again seeking new*, for

the next issue of the Trinity Reporter
concerning your recent publication,
grants, honors and papers. Please submit items tothe writer at 79 Vernon
Street no later than Wednesday, May
13,1981. Thank you for your continued interest and support.

Senior Cards
Seniors are urged to update their
student activity cards before
graduation. This card is the only
record the College has of a
students' extracurricular activities.
Stop by at the News office at 79
Vernon Street any business day
from 9:00-5:00 p.m.

Students should wear proper attire
back home. And how long will it
under their Commencement robes.
take next semester before you
All students MUST wear shoes.
'decide to deal with it? Box 1373.
IMPORTANT! On Sunday, May
24, line up for Commencement at
1:00 p.m., NOT 1:20 p.m. as you
were originally instructed. We need
the extra time due to the size of the
class. PLEASE DON'T BE LATE.
The place to be is the Downes Arch,
if the weather is good, or Unit D of
Wanted: A female roommate for
Ferris if it rains. Thanks.
a three-person cooking unit who
will definitely be going away
Spring semester. Call 249-3891 or
You know what is happening.
524 0672.
But in just three weeks you'll be

Roommate
Wanted

EROS

Commencement
Graduating seniors should remember to purchase their caps and gowns
before May 19. The gowns are prepackaged and need to be placed on
hangers for a while to rid them of
wrinkles.

The TRINITY TRIPOD.
Volume 79, Issue 26, May 12,
1981.
The TRIPOD is
published weekly on Tuesday,..
except vacations, during
the academic- year. Student
-subscriptions are included in
the student activities fee;
other subscriptions are $12.00
per year. The TRIPOD is
printed by the Palmer Journal
Register, Palmer MA, and
published at Trinity College,
Hartford, CT. Advertising
rates are S2.75 per column
inch, $27.50 per eighth page
and $55.00 per quarter page.

The International Association of Students
in Economics and Business Management
New Members and Interested Observers
are Welcome.
Short meetings held every Monday Night
at 9:30 P.M.
, (Downstairs in Mather)

Wand n«
Tuniteti s t a t e d
Austria germatvj|
*> . . - .

greeeeyuj
• W\5ia malts
d ivory <M

Explore A World
of Opportunities...
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Pi Gamma Mus Awarded
by Margaret Henderson
Twenty-tinec scnioi.s ami nine
juniors will be initialed into Pi
Gamma Mu, the national social
science honoi society, tins evening,
•-tccording (o 1'iotessor ol Political
jcienee Diane Yiannakis, piesiilent
of the Society.
The new members will join faculty members and .students elected
last year for dinner and initiation
ceremonies in Hamtin Hall. The
seniors who have majored in one of
the social sciences —- American
Studies, I-'eonomics, History, Political Science or Sociology — and
have achieved this honor are:
Richard Oirllon Hangs, Stewart
Pursel Heckwith, t "ynthiti Dianne,
Blakely, Gail Hogossian-Roy, Kenneth Richard Cioulet, Mary Randall
Hardin, Kathryn Jane Harris,
Margaret Reed Henderson, Christopher Reuben Hopkins, Julie Peck
Johnson and Garrett Aloysious
Keating, II.

Steinem
To Visit
On Thursday, May 14 Gloria
Steincm, noted feminist, and editor
of Ms. Magazine, will be coming to
Hartford to present a noon-time
lecture as part of the Susan B.
Anthony lecture series. Connecticut
Women's Educational and Legal
Fund (CWEALF) is sponsoring a
wine and cheese reception for Ms.
Steinem, following the lecture from
4:30 to 6:30 in Hamlin Hall at Trinity College. All tickets for her lecture are sold out, so this may be
your only opportuity to meet with
Ms. Steinem. Please come and welcome one of the women's community's most respected members.

Also from the class of 1981:
David Albert Klein, bngscng Loh,
Richaid liiian Mainvillc, Taiek
layek Nakhla, Peter Jude Nolan,
Miehele Susanne Pagnotla, Edwaid
Paul Phclan, Gail Lynn Powell,
Timothy Daniel Rosa, Cail John
Schiessl, III and Ann Margaiet
Taylor.
Initiates honored from the junior
class aic: Patiicia Anr Bavc, Daniel
Dean Cave, Theresa Anne Feirero,
Thomas Michael Hcfferon, John
Anthony Meaney, Andrei Poluclnewyc/, Philip Proppei, John
Schaublu and Joan Sinisgalli.
Pi Gamma Mu was founded in
1924. rIhc Trinity College Chaptei,
known as Connecticut Alpha
received its chatter in 1936. The
purpose of the society is the recognition of outstanding scholarship in
the social services.

Slightly inebriated, students danced to the sounds of the Trinity Jazz Band at last Saturday's Spring
Weekend basli.
i>i>>im i>v IXI

Kemp Restored As Autobiographer
by William Gregg
On Thursday, May 7th in the
Austin Arts center, Dr. Elizabeth
Kincaid-Ehlers, Assistant Professor
of English, presented a paper on
"The Crying Margery Kemp: The
Impulse Toward Autobiography."

pressures forced her to look for
symbolic relief, This culminated in
the creation of her autobiography,
which is the earliest extant in
English.

Kincaid-Ehlers' paper dealt intrinsically with the entire life of
In her presentation Kincaid- Margery Kemp and her special relaEhlers desired " t o restore Margery
tion with God. Kemp's most obKemp to us and to justify her in our vious sign of her special relation
time, not as a mystic but as an with God was her constant weeping.
autobiographer." Ehlers claimed
As Kincaid-Ehlers described, "no
that most attention has been words, no group of words could
directed to her participation in the convey the noisy abundance, the
mystic tradition and has resulted in physical totality, the psychic ina condescending dismissal of her as credibility, the temperal and spacial
minor and probably hysterical. Yet dimensions of those tears."
she believed that Kemp was a strong,
Kemp's eccentricity spared her
active and would-be powerful
life many times, especially her story
woman who was tapped in a thwarting world, in which extreme telling. Her harrassment, arrests,

imprisonments,
a n d trials
culminated in a formal trial as an
accused heretic, but the Arch
Bishop of York spared her life,
Kincaid-Ehlers related.

Arc, Kemp was afraid to die. Frequently she would ask the Lord for
a soft death, as her shrewd caution
never let her go too far, never let
her commit that action which the

Kemp had a difficult time in getting someone to write the story of
her life. She was unable to write it
herself because, like most of the
women in those times, she was not
able to either read or write..

masculine hierarchy would find unpardonable. She annoyed the
establishment, but was not perceived as truly dangerous, unlike
Joan of Arc, Kincaid-Ehlers stated.

Fanatic in her ways, KincaidEhlers noted, Kemp constantly
went around boisterously relating
her relevations of God to the people. In this respect, there were many
similarities between Kemp and Joan
of Arc, a younger contemporary.
Both of them laid claim to the
masculine world, yet unlike Joan of

"Margery's cosmic • weeping
derived from 'an' experience • df"
cosmic powerlcssness," Kincaid- ;
Ehlers concluded, "and in that
sense, the time of Joan and
Margery had not come. Yet
Margery was able to transform that
powerlessness into the first extant
English autobiography, and in that
sense, her time had come."

Eventful Year Draws To A Close For RA.'s
by Mary Ann Corderman
As spring sets in and the year
winds to an end, there is a (lurry of
activity on Trinity's campus.
Already some preparations have
been made ior next fall when students will return to campus. New
officers have been elected in many
campus organizations, another
housing loi.ery has been completed,
and Tina Dow has selected the new
Resident Assistants (RA's) and
Resident Coordinators (RC's).
The onset of spring, in addition,
is often a time of reflection and
evaluation. The RA's and RC's are
sometimes thought of as the "unsung heroes" of the College community, and recently the Tripod
talked with several of these current
"heroes" about their experiences as
Resident Assistants.
John Simmons, '83, an RA in
Elton, described the RA position as
being "for someone who genuinely
cares and is willing to spend time
with the residents." He feels the
weight in the first month and a half
of school falls on the RA's to do a
great deal of planning. "Our main
purpose," he stated, "is to motivate people socially if they can't
motivate themselves and fill the
gaps that others can't fill."
"Ideally the system is designed
for the RA's to make the dorms the
social centers on campus," Simmons remarked, "but the (rats
cater to that and we can't compete
with them." He noted that budget
constraints contribute to this lack
of ability of the dorms to take over
this social role from the fraternities.
Simmons went on to say that he
feels the campus is relatively antifraternity right now, and he, personally, would love to see the dorms
take over socially. Even if dorm
funds were boosted, he observed,
"we jus! don't have the facilities
the taps, the bar room, and largely
the spa« — that the irats have."
The most important function of
the RA, Simmons tech, is so pro-

vide counseling and be & friend ta •
the residents, particularly in the
case of freshmen RA's. "It is very
important to want to be an RA," he
stressed, "and often second and
third year RA's lose this desire."
According to Simmons, "they
simply run out of gas."
"You get out of it what you put
into it," Simmons concluded, "but
even more so you feel good about
helping the guys out. Potentially it
is an extremely rewarding thing, but
it's up to personal initiative. That is
the key to the system."
Debbie Glazer, '83, an RA in
94-100 Crescent Street, had a somewhat different experience as a
sophomore RA. "The people living
in this area (Crescent Street — New
Britain Avenue), for the most part,
have their own group of friends and
lead their-own lives," she noted,
"and therefore it's difficult to get
everyone together for a social function. Glazer explained that as
sophomores, you tend to settle
down and not expose yourself in
many areas. Therefore, social functions are planned around the in»
terest expressed. "If people want to
be there, an atmosphere for a good
time is almost inevitable," she
stated.

"together,".. Heminway remarked,1,^
"and we were really glad a dorm">
function could attract this many
people." She added that they tried
to make an effort to get people off
campus — thus, the trip to the Nutcracker — and they attempted to arrange a cross-country ski trip, but
the lack of snow forced them to
reconsider that idea.
Heminway noted that noise is
probably the biggest disadvantage
for her. "People have to realize4he
RA can't keep"the'dorrn qiltet at all'
tinies',"' shVremaVked.' ''itVfafgeiy"
a matter of consideration," Heminway added, "and that's a big thing
people have to learn."
Heminway revealed that for the
most part she has really enjoyed being able to help people out. "It's
most gratifying when you can help
someone, be there for them j and
talk to them,'* she statedi'-'buf the frustrating part is feeling you'renot •
always there when you're needed."
She feels that the RA really needs to
be concerned for the freshmen and
be someone who's well-informed.

As a whole, Heminway feels the
RA program is more closely knit
this year, due to the addition of the .
project groups and the newsletter.
Biweekly a newsletter is se.nt to the
John Simmons, '83, an R.A. in Elton, tends the grill at the JonesRA's describing' what kinds of
Elton barbeque last Friday.
,1i,,,i.,ilvin.,M1r,;,,
social functions the different areas
Glazer regards the lack of dorm
of campus are having and informSarah Heminway, '83, an RA in
facilities for social functions as a sophomore slump, it's hard to talk
ing them about the latest vanmajor problem that the RA's in the to people and at the same time be an 90-92 Vernon Street had a slightly dalism. This new cohesiveness has
Crescent Street area have to deal authoritarian figure. We're not one different situation as an RA. "The brought a renewed, enthusiasm in
with. "We need an area that is con- big happy family. Rather, we are a fragmentation of the dorm as a terms of keeping the dorms going in
dusive and the RA's to make it,"
really diverse group but we've had a result of its layout — suites with social functions," she noted,
self-contained bathrooms — makes
she remarked, "and without the good time together."
it more difficult to draw people
"The thing I've liked best as an
former it's difficult to have the
out," she explained.
RA," Heminway concluded, "has
latter."
Giazer evaluated her experience
been being there when you're
as an RA as being "really rewarding
needed and being able to have
In
spite
of
this,
they
had
several
The RA's job does not have
and enlightening. You learn a lot
someone
to talk to you when they
very
successful
social
functions,
indesignated hours, Glazer emphaabout Trinity during the orientation
sfaed. "The main thing is to be and a lot of those things are useful cluding a circuit party, a mural con- need to. Certainly RA's have got
their ups and downs, but by the end
around and let people know you arc
for self-knowledge," she recalled. test, and a trip to the Nutcracker. of the year the ups outweigh the
"The
circuit
party
was
a
real
sucapproachable," she noted, further"It's been a long year but a good
cess in terms of pulling the dorm downs."
more, she added, "When you (the
year," she concluded.
RAJ are in a state of confusion, i.e.
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ELDERHOSTEL To Debut At Trinity This Summer
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by Kathleen Caruso
Older adults will have the opportunity to spend a low-cost,
academic vacation at Trinity this
summers as participants in
ELDERHOSTEL.
ELDERHOSTEL is a network of over 400
colleges, universities, independent
schools and other educational institutions in the fifty states,
Canada, Great Britain, Denmark,
Sweden, Finland and Norway,
engaged in providing short-term,
residential academic college-level
courses for the elderly.
The idea of the ELDERHOSTEL
program can be traced back to a
surge of idealism and concern in
1974, when the prevalent conviction
was that one of the major problems
of aging lies in the self-image of
uselessness and futility that
American society forces upon its
older members. This belief was
based on the simple hope that the
withdrawal syndrome, so commonplace following retirement,
could be reversed by providing the
elderly with'mental stimulation and
an opportunity to enjoy new experiences, and encouraging a new
strong intellectual self-image. The
ELDERHOSTEL experience would
provide an informal and human atmosphere where the individual is
important, making new friends is
easy arid learning can be a truly
liberating experience.
ELDERHOSJJEL^.has -grown '
from a network of five colleges in
New Hampshire providing for 220
resident hostelers in all in 1975, to
more than 238 college and universi*
ty participants nationwide in 1980.
Last year, over 21,000 people
worldwide participated in
ELDERHOSTEL at 315 institutions. This year, the network has
expanded to encompass 406 institutions with almost 40,000 hosteling
tunkies.
^ ^ ^

^^p^^g,Sf
arts educa-1
tfon amifiostelirig.It'was inspired
by', the youth hostels and folk
schools of Europe and guided by
the needs of older people for intellectual stimulation and physical
adventure. Originally the word
""hostel" described an overnight
facility, plain in appearance and
modest in cost, which was available
to help travelers as they journeyed
between distant points. At present,
educational institutions are com-*rjuQed to encouraging-the-'.'hostel-jt&tTiart of E L - D E R H O S T E L ; : -

to facilitate participants' travel
from campus to campus and to integrate several weeks of
ELDERHOSTEL into a longer trip
to visit family or tour a new part of
the country,
ELDERHOSTEL campuses are diverse, ranging from small, Gothic,
rural private liberal arts colleges
" to large;-modern urban public universities, from little-known to nationally
-known institutions competing for the
enrollment of elderhostelers. The lib-

eral arts and science courses that explore various aspects of the human
experience are equally diverse. Classes
are scheduled so that interested
hostelers may take every course offering. These stimulating and rewarding non-credit courses, taught by regular faculty members of the host
institution, do not require exams,
grades or homework, although professors encourage outside reading and
studying. In general, the courses do
not presuppose previous knowledge
of the subject, so lack of formal
education poses no problem. Whether
elderhostelers have finished erade
school or earned their Ph.D. 60 or
70 years of life experience has
undoubtedly made them, open, understanding and teachable.
There are two requirements to
which host colleges, however, are
obliged to adhere in planning course
offerings: 1) the courses .must have
an intellectual content and quality
equal to the average offering of the
college; 2) courses may not be designed
specifically for the elderly (ELDERHOSTEL is not interested in teaching the elderly how to be old.)
Although ELDERHOSTEL is not
a sightseeing or recreational program,
each campus offers a variety of
extracurricular activities. These include
lectures and exhibits, and occasional
special schedules of events. Ample
free time for elderhostelers to explore
the, area.and^ make new friends is
ajsq.proyided/. ;, .' , •.-,,•
Most, if not all, elderhostelers live
in rooms in the college dormitory,
selected to be the hostel for its ease of
entry and proximity to classrooins^and
dining halls. ELDERHOSTEL is "not
always available on a commuting
basis. Most meals are eaten in the
regular college cafeterias with other
summer students. In this way, hostelers can expect to encounter the experiences and normal inconveniences of
everyday college life — roommates,
.Shared.bathroom facilities, and mealpjanfood.ELDERHOSTEL is open to people
at least 60 years of age or to those
persons whose spouse or companion
qualifies. Most programs begin
Sunday evening and end Saturday
morning and are limited to 30 to 40
elders.
: .
there is a tradition in ELDERHOSTEL of a uniform maximum
tuition for all summer program weeks.
This weekly charge is an all-inclusive
fee that covers room and board, all
classes^as, well as a variety of •extracurricular ^activites. In 1981, the maximum weekly tuition charge is $140
with an additional $10 per week
permitted for programs in Alaska or
Hawaii.
ELDERHOSTEL is viewed as a
more inviting experience than other
continuing education offerings for a
variety of reasons. Listed in order of
frequency, they are:
1) the opportunity for change coupled
with the sense of romance
2) the one-week time frame
3) the tuition costs that provide ed-

ucation and vacation at the same
time
4) course offerings not specifically
designed for the elderly
5) no required tests or homework
6) the opportunity to explore new
interests and restimulate old ones.
Trinity is slated to join the ELDER-

Class of '58 and Vice President of
the ELDERHOSTEL Non-profit
Organization, had been working together for over a year on this concept
of bringing ELDERHOSTEL to
Trinity College. He emphasized the
fact that Trinity's part in this international organization, whose goal is

Sample Course Offerings
Course Title:
Course Description:

FAC1SM-ITALIAN STYLE
The rise and fall of Mussolihi and Italian
Fascism in the context of European history,
1914-45, highlighted by a special collection
of photographs and documents taken from
Mussolini's headquarters in 1945 and now
in the Trinity College Library.
Professor Painter

Course Title:
Course Description:

SHAKESPEARE
A study of one history play, two comedies,
and two tragedies: Henry V, The Taming of
the Shrew, As You Like It, Macbeth, and
King Lear. If possible, students should read
the plays before the course starts.
Professor Dando

Course Title:
Course Description:

PSYCHOPATHOLOGY
An overview of major categories of emotional disorders and'their treatment. Topics
will include normal development, neuroses,
psychoses and gender development. Illustrations will be drawn from such
historical figures as Joari of Arc, Leo
Tolstoy, and Martin Luther.
Professor Higgins

Course Title:
Course Description:

Course TJtle:

ORIGINS OF THE
AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
An examination of the events leading to the
Civil War. Among the topics to be explored
are: abolitionism, slavery, Southern sectional consciousness; the emergence of Lincoln, secession and the Fort Sumter crisis.
Lectures supplemented by discussion of
selected documents from the period.
Professor Spencer
DICKENS

• (-

his piesentation of the maturation of three
heroes: Oliver in "Oliver Twist," Sydney
Carton in a "Tale of Two Cities," Pip in
"Great Expectations," If possible, students
should read the novels before the course
starts.
Professor Dando
HOSTEL network this year with four
one-week sessions, beginning June 21
and ending July 25, Elderhostelers
will be housed in orie of the college's
newer dormitories, eat in Mather
Campus Center, and have full use of
• the library and athletic facilities. In
addition to their fhree classes, participants will benefit from the array
of cultural arts activities scheduled
for the summer, including chamber
music and carillon concerts on Wednesday evenings, and Summerstage,
Connecticut's Only resident professional summer theater.
The Trinity program is coordinated
by Dr. Borden W. Painter, Professor of History, and Gerald J. Hansen, Director of Alumni and College
Relations. Hansen recounted how he
' and Michael Zube, a member of the

to serve older adults by offering them
educational programs at, a modest
cost," is also non-profit. Hansen
commented, "We are hoping to break
even on the program."
Some of Trinity's most popular
lecturers will teach in the program
this summer. Painter will teach
"Fascism-Italian Style" and "Personalties of the Reformation." Associate
Professor of Religion Frank G. Kirkpatrick will deal with "Religion and
Society in Tension" as well as "New
Directions in Contemporary Theology." Dr. George C. Higgins,
Professor of Psychology and college
couselor will lead an exploration of
psychopathology. J. Ronald Spencer,
Lecturer in History, will instruct
elderhostelers in the "Origins of Civil
War." Lastly, John Dando, professor

Winer Extends Crow's Social Probation
continued from page I
He continued; "There are fewer
address of the woman involved.
than six people who had intercourse
"I got the name of a woman and with the woman." He stressed that
even her address. No one lives at the he did not have any confirmation.
address any longer," Winer noted. In addition, he stated that he had
"Up until a few days ago, I was no knowledge of any type of
one-hundred percent positive that violence occurring at Crow at. the
this was the woman. Now 1 am not t i m e .
.."••••,
so sure.1 it could be a woman from • Winer stated, "I can't just pick
the same: source." He did admit
up so many individuals and kick
though, that he is 99% sure that the them out of school, because 1 don't
victim was not a Trinity student.
have enough hard evidence." He
He further stated that he has a list continued, "1 still state that the
of fifteen to twenty names of woman was abused-. 1 feel that she
students who may have been in- was probably unstable. Yet even if
volved in the incident. Winer said, the parties were both unstableand
"I am certain that some of them consenting, the woman was
were not involved at all and that abused."
some others could have been inIn addition to the Crow incident,
volved, but did not have intercourse fifteen other incidents of sexual
with the woman — there are harassment have been attributed,
'voyeurs' in situations like this." informally, to Crow brothers.

Winer said that about seventeen
women have spoken to him, in confidence, about situations of abuse.
He stressed that he dealt with'each
one 'on an individual basis and
added that if any of them' want to
file a formal complaint, they should
feelfree to do so. Until then, he

notes, the administration cannot
•take formal action.
:
"It is not so obvious to me that
these incidents directly involve
Crow brothers. Some of these
women feel that it is obvious. However, it is a matter of viewpoint,"
Winer said.
•
'.

of English, will offer courses in
Dickens and Shakespeare.
Recently, the Tripod talked with
Dando to obtain a participating
faculty member's opinion of expectations and plans for the introduction
of the ELDERHOSTEL program at
Trinity. He is "quite excited about
the program," and is looking forward
to teaching five classes a piece on
Dickens and Shakespeare. Dando
also noted that he is the only professor that has assigned any reading.
He intends to present his lectures with
the assumption that "these people
have gone through the mill the undergraduates have gone through."
Dando anticipates that he will not
have to teach the theory of literature as he does in undergraduate
and graduate classes and hopes that
they will be acquainted with the works
either through reading the books or
seeing the plays. He notes that,
unlike graduate students who are here
to obtain a degree, the elderhostelers
will "simply want to get some new
organized view of material." He
compares the sampling of courses
in non-degree structured programs at
various colleges to the sampling of
foods while touring about the country.
Yet, even more, importantly, Dando
views the ELDERHOSTEL program
as "socially and fiscally" beneficial
to Trinity College, Socially, the presence of senior citizens on campus
will create a new atmosphere on
campus by fostering a spirit of comraderie and friendship. Furthermore,
the ELDERHOSTEL program may
start a trend of "using colleges as a
place of fraternizing distinct from a
beach club," he states, and benefit
the community as well. Presently,
the college is utilized athletically
during the summer by Hartford
area youths, and Dando foresees
fousethe caJT^ufacfrWmTCSlIyiSia'*
keep it alive.
Economically, Dando observes that
ELDERHOSTEL will make use of
Trinity's expensive plant-faculty as
well as facilities, that have to be
maintained even when in a dormant
state. Summer school such as ELDERHOSTEL will do much to prevent
this great waste of facilities during the
summer. Dando further noted that
"taxpayers and undergraduates alike
support a system of real estate and
buildings that aren't utilized more
than eight months a year." Finally,
he concluded that keeping Trinity
College "humming all year" is compatible with the college's ethical
and practical goals of making money
and making the college itself make
money.
*••**•• ••*•••* + • * • • • *

CASA DI
TRAVEL
Welcomes Trinity students
and all their travel needs.
ASKABOUT OUR
LOW FARES TO
LONDON —NOW
ONLY $350 ROUNDTRIP

DOM EN IC SCOTECE
(203)527-6600
422 New Britain Ave.
Hartford, Conn; 06106
across from D&D Package
****•••**•**,*•••*

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
219 New Britain Ave. Hyairtford, Conn.
(corner Henry St. next to Corner Tap
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Hartford
Runaway Shelter Established In Hartford YMCA
by Nancy Funk
To he young and abused
is hard
to be young and abused,
hurl and forgotten is a bad
trip.

Both of these things
together make life a unlively
trip.
The above poem was written by a
runaway, approximately two weeks
ago, while staying at the Youth
Emergency Shelter in Hartford.
Located on the second floor of the
Central Branch YMCA, this facility
provides a temporary situation for
runaways between the ages of
eleven and seventeen.
The YMCA Youth Emergency
Shelter (YES) Program began in January 1980. Mary Ann Klansy, the
director of the program provided
information about the shelter and the
runaways, as well as allowing
interviews with those runaways
staying there last week.
According to Mrs. Klansy, her main
purpose and goal is to "convince
the children not to run again," emphasizing that unfortunately this is
sometimes not possible until the children have had several bad experiences
in the streets. She also remarked that
because of their youth, they will not
be able to find a job to support
themselves. Many of the children
are actually at the shelter because
of abuse and neglect at home,
having parents who do not really
wish them to return. These are
classified as "throwaways" rather
than runaways. Others may have
committed some sort of criminal act
tion facilities. These children are given
priority so that they do not have to
be placed in such a facility during
this intermediate stage.
Still others may have left home because of family problems arising from
broken marriages, and re-marriages
in which the child feels that there is
no place for him in the new family.
Also, certain ethnic groups impose
extremely strict rules on their children, not allowing them to participate

in the normal activities for their age
group; this forces the children to take
drastic action, such as running away,
to gain some degrere of freedom.
Occasionally, normal adolescent problems may be the cause. In all of these
eases, it is of considerable importance
and concern that such problems have
been Occurring at younger and younger ages.
There are many children at the shelter who have actually never had their
own home, or may not have been
with their families for years. These
children have been living in group
and foster homes and arc awaiting
placement in another such situation.
Two hundred and seven children
have been serviced since the program
began. In general, admission is on a
first-come, first-served basis, although
those of fifteen years of age and under are given priority. The majority
are self-referrals, and as Mrs, Klansy
reported, information about the
shelter travels amongst such childRunaway Shelter staff member Patricia Helenink (center) relaxes
ren "by word of mouth." Many are
with Ihree of Ihe runaways. The boy's head is blocked out to preserve
his anonymity.
referred by the Children and Youth
|llli)li»hy U.uiil Sisltiml
Service of Connecticut, and various
During the day, those children regto be housed, and some individual
other agencies. Letters have been
contributions are received. After Octsent to all agencies in Hartford istered in the Hartford or a neighborober, 1982, the Commission will, disinvolved in such concerns and ing school system, must attend school;
continue providing- funds; an alarticles have been published in news- those who are not, participate in an
ternate source is already being' sought.
papers about the service. The National in-house employment training program sponsored by project Cope, a
The daily cost of the program per
Runaway Careline is also a source.
function of the American Red Cross.
child is $46.00. The shelter does not
When the children first arrive,
have to pay rent to the YMCA,'
they are given individual and, Almost every evening, the children
participate in some outside-of-theand the electricity costs are reduced
family counseling, and their paras well. Fortunately, this YMCA is
ents are also brought in for buiiding activity, planned by the program director.
committed to the program and will
conferences. If additional counseltherefore try to secure some of the
There is a paid staff of twelve
ing is necessary, other agencies
are contacted. Most have already persons, two on each shift, all of - necessary funds.
had some sort of counseling prior to whom are specially-trained for this
In general, the shelter provides
their arrival. Attempts made to re- type of work. They are also in the
the basic necessities for the runaways,
unite the children with their families • process of building a volunteer prohave been successful for eighty gram, but according to Mrs. Klansy,
percent of the self-referrals, Arrange- this is difficult in that' 'an untrained
ments are made to place those child- volunteer would not be sufficient,"
ren who have no satisfactory family Already, a student from the University
of Connecticut, majoring in sociology,
situation, in a foster or group home.
The runaways may stay in the shel- has been a volunteer at the shelter.
ter for up to thirty days, although the In addition, four members of the staff
average length of their stay is twelve were trained by the American Red
days. The shelter has sleeping accomo- Cross, for the in-house employment
dations for four boys and four girls; training program.
there is also a lounge and an office.
Funding for the program is proIn addition, the children have access vided mainly by the Connecticut
to some of the YMCA facilities.
Justice Commission. The state pays
Their schedule is varied daily.
fees when it requests certain children

, while attempting to help them solve
some of their problems. The children
are responsible for ."keeping their own
rooms clean, and must leay.etif: they
become to.o difficult J o manage.
No injuries, have, occurred so, far, find
Mrs. Klansy' believes "if you are on
top of the situation, you can calm it
down before it gets out of hand."
She also observed, "the children spend
most of their time trying to smother
their feelings." , ; , , . ' . . ,
Having' spoken with some of the
runaways, if is evident'th'at"th"ere is
a great diversity in the types' of
children who stay at the shelter. One
girl seemed quite intelligent, exhibiting
a surprisingly sophisticated manner of
expression. Another, when asked the
reason for his staying at the shelter,
reported having" committed..some
'crirnihal. acts. '.In'respainse to .the
question of how they feel about'the
shelter, one of the runaways simply
responded, " I like it here, but I
sure want to go home.''
The following is another poem
written by one of the runaways
while staying at the shelter, like the
first one, about two weeks ago:
•"Well,

I'm a little bit confused k '•'"•"
sometimes it seems to me
that I'm Just being used
gotta stay awake, gotta try and shake
off
This creeping malaise
Cause if I don't stand
my own ground
How can I find my way out
of this mess?

For Delicious Pizza and
Hot Owen Grinders
Call when you
leave — it will
be ready upon
your arrival.
Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room!
287 Now Britain Avunye,
Hartford
Across from
Smith Campus

Richard Staron

Phone

247-0234

llillitiihy

Fiddle Those Fiddles!
by Nancy Funk
The Eighth Annual New England
Fiddle Contest, sponsored by the
Peace Train Foundation, will be held
on Saturday, May 23 at 10 a.m. in
Bushnell Parik^ This event is open to
the public and is free to both spectators and fiddling competitors; it is
expected that fifty thousand persons
will attend.
Contestants will be playing traditional fiddle tunes, competing for
$1981 in prize money. All age groups
will have an opportunity to compete
tn the contest, and will be judged
by professional fiddle contest judges,
This year, there was a possibility
that the event would be cancelled
due to the lack of funds. Fortunately,
over $10,000 in donations, from over

twelve hundred individuals and businesses were received in time to enable
the contest to occur. Yet, a deficit
will remain unless more t-shirts are
sold, and additional funds are donated. Another hopefull source of
income may be obtained through the
sale of records made of last year's
fiddle contest; this is the first time
that such a recording of the contest
was produced and marketed.
The Peace Train Foundation, which
is sponsoring the fiddle contest, is
a non-profit organization that brings
such art events to Connecticut. It
receives its funding through various
public agencies and private corporations, and through donations from
individual citizens.
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Editorial
"Accentuate the Positive"
A most eventful year is approaching completion. As
always, a pending graduation invokes moments of reflection upon the past two semesters, as well as thoughts for
the future.
it has been a period of change for Trinity/witnessing
the announcement of our President's retirement, and the
successful debut of an "Awareness Day," for example.
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Aside from Awareness Day, however, a negative attitude among students has persisted this semester. A
fraternity incident has polarized our community, and due
to the Tripod's stand on this issue, harsh criticism of the
publication ha"s greatly increased. Persons associated
with this organization have endured much hardship and
verbal abuse in their attempt to express their views and
make this College a better place for all.
Perhaps it is time we re-evaluated bur personal attitudes towards ourselves and towards the College, "accentuating the positive," as the saying-goes. We are on
the fhfeshhold of a rieW era, as' our sixteenth president
will be installed wtthin six months. This' individual will
bring new ideas and a fresh approach to our 158-year-old
;
institution, in ail likelihood.
Therefore, let's return to Trinity in the fall with a fresh
approach and a new, more positive attitude. Make an effort to recognize how fortunate you are to attend such a
fine school. Trinity has everything going for it, both
academically and socially. The wi$dom and experience
you lab.s6rb''daily wfll remain with you for thfr rest of 'ydur '

life.:"' •*'":'i-'* "':'. r'^v". I:'''; ;. .

Certainly, problems exist, some quite serious, and
these serve to keep you aware, and most importahtiy they
make you think about yourself and .'the world you live in.
Maintain a positive attitude, yet do not hesitate to
criticize, in your personal effort to bring out the best in
this institution. Utilize the Tripod to express your views,
but respect your fellow students : as individuals with
unique opinions.
Clearly, if aH of us begin in September with such a
fresh and positive approach, Trinity,will be a much more
enjoifai3laexp8nenc.e4iforr.all• -••
-

Adieu
In just two weeks we will bid adieu at graduation to four
individuals who have devoted much of their college experience to this publication, in an effort to keep their
fellow students informed and aware. Their service has
been admirable. Peter Bain and Dick Dahling are former
Editors; Nancy Lucas was a superb Sports Editor who endured the likes of Nick Noble, and Margaret Henderson
was the most dedicated of Contributing Editors, these
students wifl depart trinity with a great sense of satisfaction of having been a part of the Tripod.Thevaluable experierice they gained, week after week can only assist
them in their pursuits of careers in this voluminous world.
Working on the Tripod is not only fun and satisfying, but it
is a tremendous learning experience. Consider it. We
wish them well.

Frat Sexism Exemplified
and one anti-fraternity. It was a test
by Rachel Mann
of my integrity as an editor. The
When the May 5 issue of the
authors of the letter assumed that I
Tripod was delivered that Tuesday
would censor the former and print
morning, I breathed a sigh of relief.
the latter.
That afternoon, I accomplished a
1 received the "Spintae" letter in
few personal tasks that had been
box 1310. I included this letter for
forgotten in the midst Of newspaper
deadlines. That evening, I was in- publication along with every other
pro-frat and anti-frat letter and
formed by a member of my staff
commentary that was sent to me
that the "Letter to the Editor" enbetween Tuesday, April 28 and
titled "Trinity Will Heal a Fraternal
noon on Sunday, May 3. This letter
Scar" was a practical joke. Unforwas one of two letters in the May S
tunately, my respite from jourissue that supported my viewpoint.
nalism was short lived.
All the other letters clearly rebutted
The letter was signed "Emod
my opinions. I feel I have passed
Spintae III" — allegedly a Hartford
resident. I found that if you spell this covert "test."
the name backwards, it reads "EAT
It is unfortunate that the authors
NIPS, DO ME." Furthermore, if
did not have the courage nor the
you take the capital letter at the
sensitivity to approach me in person
beginning of each of the 10 senarid ask me about my publication
tences, the ensuing phrase reads policy. I would have told them, very
"SIT ON MY FACE." The letter
frankly, that I printed anything and
was a farce.
everything, regardless of its
The "Hartford resident" was, in political stance.
actuality, a brother or brothers of a
As an editor, I took full responsicampus fraternity. I was dismayed,
bility for my editorials and opin-.
disappointed and angry.
ions. I still do. I adamantly assert
Now that I am no longer an
that it is best to be open about one's
editor of the Tripod, I feel that I
beliefs and to freely discuss any
can stand up as a student to address issue at hand. It is unfortunate that
the implications of this type of the authors of the "Spintae" letter
"prank."
do not take full responsibility for
I have since found out that this ' their opinions and actions.
letter was written by members of
Although I may have disagreed
Saint Anthony Hall. However, the with many of the letters that I
individuals who gave me this infor- printed, I respected any individual
mation refused to give me the who stood up for his/her own
names Of the authors.
beliefs; who had the energy to write
I was additionally informed that them down; and who had the guts
these brothers had planned to send to sign his/her own name.
me two letters: one pro-fraternity
Furthermore, due to the sexual

nature of the "Spintae" letter, the
authors' intent was misdirected. If
these students were trying fo weigh
my biases and test my integrity,
then why did they bury blatant sexual remarks in the text of the letter?
I feel that I have been openly insulted and abused as a human being
and as a woman. If I was a man
rather than a woman, would these
brothers have included these sexual
allusions?
The authors have abused the
Trinity community, as well. After
all, although a "Letter to the
Editor" is addressed to the editor, it
is ultimately for public consumption. Therefore, the students, faculty and administration of Trinity
ultimately become the targets of
these lewd sexual connotations.
Do these fraternity brothers
realize that,. by writing 'sit oh my
face' and 'do me,' they are merely
reinforcing the arguments that are
constantly brought against them? If
they are to be able to contend in the
future that they are not sexist institutions, then they must at least be
mature enough to eliminate this
type of abusive language from their
opinions. They must be able to
argue with any person on an equal
basis, irregardless of their sex or
sexuality.
By testing my integrity in such an
underhanded and abusive manner,
these Hall brothers have destroyed
their defense and only proven to-me
and to the Trinity community that
they are cowards steeped in the sexist attitudes of our society.

Rebuttal: Bertha and Abortion
by David Gurliacci
Sorry I haven't responded sooner
to the three letters of three issues
ago attacking my anti-abortion
article. I was unable to reply in the

courage. She knows what priorities
she gives to her political and moral
values, and she isn't afraid to state
them plainly.
She believes (as a matter of faith)

ecfitors were unable to print my
reply. This week they tell me that
the only space they can afford is a
(typewritten) page's worth. I'm
beginning to feel paranoid.
Patricia Zengerie, Terri Kucik
and Laurie Weltz all confused my
liberties in parodying liberal
rhetorical style with a lack of
seriousness and responsibility in
arguing the issue of abortion.
What I did in 'my article was to
create a character that would argue
the pro-abortion side of the issue
-without slipping into the
disgressions and euphemisms
which inevitably cloud the debate.
Bertha may be unintelligent and
rude, but she at least has one virtue
that all too many of her sisters lack:

she thought it were, she'd still be
pro-abortion.
And that's what makes my article
responsible and serious: Bertha's
position mirrors that of her
movement-so my representation of
her arguments is basically a
representation (a fair one) of the
pro-abortion
orthodoxy.
I
represent my own side's position
too (contrary to Miss Zengerle's
claims), since all of Bertha's
fumbling pro-abortion arguments
inevitably lead to anti-abortion
arguments and conclusions.
Feminist-baiting was not at all
the purpose of my article-as should
have been evident to my three
assailants. Almost the whole article
was given over to displaying the

logical bankruptcy of the proabortion position—how much more
obvious could that theme have
been?
1. Of course I poke tun at Berthabut just as much for participating
in left-wing and pro-abortion intellectual idiocies as in those of the
feminist variety.
2. Miss Zengerie and Miss Kucik
unjustifiably
mistake
my
caricaturing for characterizing. (I
credit my readers with sufficient
sophistication to see this-perhaps
•I'm overestimating them.)
3. The fairness of a parody
(or'satire1) lies in whether its
criticisms contain a kernal of truth,
not whether it represents an exact
copy.
I wish I had the space to refute
all the points wrongly made in
those letters, but I guess what's
above will do.

Budget Committee Responds To World Affairs Gripes
To the Trinity Community:
We should like to respond to the
accusations leveled against the
Budget Committee by Dave Muskat in the last issue of the Tripod.
Allow us to clarify the real issue:
The issue at hand is whether the
World Affairs Association (WAA)
should 'receive the requested
$4,130, or the.BudgetCommittee
recommended $3,750.
In the April 21,1.981 issue of the
Tripod, the Budget Committee
presented its recommended budget
for the '81<'82-fiscal year. In
making our recommendations, the
Committee had two basic goals in
mind: 1) to provide adequate extracurricular activities for the student
body, and 2) to keep the student
activities fee increase fairly moderate. During the present Fiscal year,
the activities fee stands at $80; we
have recommended a $4 increase.
The requested budgets, (funds requested by organizations before
adjustments), came to the sum of
$157,096, plus an $8,000 contingency; we have recommended

$149,091., the latter figure includDuring the '80-'81 fiscal year
ing an $8,000 contingency. If the WAA sponsored 9-10 events which
Budget Committee did not make
included three conferences, four
cuts to the requested budgets, the
lectures, and 2-3 ca-sponsored
students' activities fee would be events. For the "81-'82 fiscal year
raised by an astronomical SIS
WAA had requested a total of 18
dollars or more!
events, which includes fourteen
In deciding upon recommended lectures, and four conferences,
' budgets, for individual organiza- totaling $4,130. The Budget Comtions, we,, must weigh several
mittee recommended fourteenvariables, including the benefit to events, which included four conferthe Trinity community and the ences and ten lecturers, or speakHartford community, the previous _ ing events, totaling $3,750. The
performance of the organization, Committee made its cuts for the
the previous year's budget alloca- following reasons: 1) WAA did not
tion, future leadership, total num- hold any lectures in the fall of the
ber of events to be scheduled each
'80-'81 fiscal year, therefore we felt
semester, capital outlays, and oth- the requested seven was somewhat
er miscellaneous points. Keeping unrealistic. However, we felt that
these points in mind, we examined despite the fact that they did not
WAA.
For instance, at the hold any lectures in the fall, five
beginning of the '80-'81 fiscal year, lectures would be a generous start
WAA received an original alloca- for their expanding organization; 2)
tion of SI ,688. From the incipience
in an effort to find efforts to cut
of the present fiscal year until this
money, we felt given their total
moment, WAA has received a total
performance for the present year,
credit transfer of $1,549.72, thus
fourteen events for the next year
giving them a total adjusted budget
would
be quite adequate; 3) space
of $3,237.72.
is a scarce resource on this campus,

and a person can only be in one
place at one time, therefore we
must try to limit the number of
events each organization can sponsor so as to avoid what the Budget
Committee calls the "crowding
out" effect, meaning the possibility
of too many events competing for a
given audience and space. I'm
quite sure some of the readers have
been in the situation of having to
decide between two events being
sponsored at the same time, or
wanting to reserve a room only to
find.that most are already taken.
Is Dave Muskat correct in accusing the Budget Committee of being
petty?
Out of the 30 plus
organizations receiving funds for
the '81-'82 fiscal year, WAA ranks
in the top ten with respect to
budget increases over the present
fiscal year. How can one call that
petty? Mr. Muskat implied that we
were stodgy bureaucrats concerned
only with detail and rigidity. If we
were the hard-nosed bureaucrats
he claims we are, why would we
allow five lectures each semester

for the *81-'82 fiscal year, when
they did not hold any in the fall of
the'80-'81 fiscal year?
As to the decisions being solely
made by the Chairman, and the
members being delinquent in attending meetings, the latter is
taken out Of context, the former a
fantasy. We trust that the reader is
keen enough to sort out the:
irrelevancies cited in Dave" Muskat's letter.
The Budget Committee invites
anyone to make critical observations of its decisions. However,
when those observations degenerate into vague and unfounded
assumptions, such observations are
then devoid of any constructive
utility.
Sincerely,
The Budget Committee
Chrm. Donald K. Jackson
Eric B. Anderson
Faraj Saghri
Alice Simon
Nelson Toner
Tina Tricarrichi
Pam Wilton
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Commentary and Letters
RAGTIME:
by Carl Schiessl
I'm not in a very good mood.
Here I am in the Library on the
Saturday night of Spring Weekend.
For three years, I have watched
hordes of drunken seniors playfully
throwing frisbces and consuming
large quantities of keg beer during
the Spring Weekend celebration.
The annual "Quadstoek" music
festival has always been a high point
in campus decadence and devastation for over-worked Trinity
seniors. And it isn't even sponsored
by a fraternity!
As a senior at Trinity, {. have
finally discovered the truth behind
the myth of Spring Weekend. It's
not for seniors, With seminar
papers, comprehensive examinations, and the general end-of-year
academic landslide, most seniors
who have not planned ahead find
themselves "nerding out" in the
library on Spring Weekend. For
seniors who must have their final
grades in by Friday May 15th, there
is no Spring Weekend. But I'm not
bothered by missing the Spring concert. I saw NRBQ at Club T a couple of years ago. So underclassmen,
listen to someone who knows . . .
don't make big plans for your
senior Spring Weekend . . . you will
probably be on borrowed time.
I have not forgotten that seniors
have from May 15 to May 24th to
prepare for entrance into the real
world. My only regret is that the
Pub will be closed during finals.
Rumor has it, however, that the
Corner Tap is hiring extra
waitresses for the final exam period,
so 1 will be able to prepare for
graduation without having to wait
During my final days at Trinity, I
intend to catch all the rays I missed
during Spring Vacation. During this
lime, I was locked up in Scabury
Hall, writing my thesis. After nine
months of research and endless
hours of writing and revising, one
would think that I would know
something about the topic on which
I was writing. But when asked at a
recent luncheon what my thesis
was, 1 could only stand silently and

Schiessl Presents The Final Rag

ponder the question. What is my
thesis? If someone out there has an
idea, please let me know. I always
thought that thesis advisors took
care of all that insignificant stuff.
Let me comment on the food
situation at Mather one more time,
If in the last few weeks, you have
experienced a delicious meal the
likes of which Saga has never prepared before, don't be surprised.
They do \i every year. You see, at
the end of the year, Saga food must
renew its contract with the college.
The sudden improvement in cuisine
is a yearly occurrence. Don't judge
Saga harshly, but don't be deceived
by the improvement in quality.
Remember the apple-bean casserole
of last February!
In my capacity as a member of
the Class of '81 and a four-year
veteran of the Trinity soccer team, I
would like to express my views concerning the selection of the 1981
Senior Class Gift. My only comment is "Why?" The Scoreboard
that is currently in use at the field
has worked fine during every recent
soccer season. Just because the
home score always remains at " 0 "
is not an indication of the quality of
the Scoreboard mechanism. Frankly, we do not need a new scoreboard.
My suggestion for a class gift is a
long-range investment. Why
doesn't the class start a fund to
finance the renovation of Mather
Campus Center? A six-story Student Affairs Complex, complete
with bowling lanes, bookstore, coo p , complete dining facilty,
ballroom, sauna, TV rooms, conference rooms, lounges, and an all,,iHgh.i b#r, ^pij ,,£rill .gun by thc^
management of the Makris Diner"
would be the ideal solution for
many of Trinity's social problems.
Many of my senior associates have
expressed to me their intention of
donating money set aside for the
class gift toward a new campus
center. The downpayment on the
Scoreboard has not been made yet.
Poll your classmates, members of
the Gift Committee. By some freak
of nature, 1 may be right this time.
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In consideration of social problems at Trinity, must we set aside a
day during every year so that Trinity students can become aware of
their community and the various
dilemmas facing it? Are we aware
now? If you consider yourself
aware, take your awareness home
with you this summer. You may be
surprised at what you become
aware. The situation regarding
awareness at Trinity may be miniscule in comparison. How about a
National Awareness Day. We could
make it a Monday in June. Oh boy,
your parents will probably say,
another three day weekend! Stay
aware.
An issue which has been on my
mind during these final days at
Trinity is who will become the new
President of the College? The
Search Committee has been
strangely silent since Spring Vacation. Jn case the committee is having a difficult time in choosing a
new leader, I would like to announce my candidacy for the position. Having served as S.G.A. for a
term, there can be no doubt that I
am highly qualified for the position. 1 even have letters of recommendation from Ahtdni Guelho
and the Seabury Ant. Besides, I
need a job.
With my B.A. in Gut Courses
and my minor in fund raising, I
believe I would make a perfect can-

didatc for Commander-In-Chief of munity. Throw in a social page, a
the Trinity Academic Forces. My set of Trinity Personals, arjd one
first order would be to christen the sports column in which we can
Life Science Center and launch it in glorify our illustrious athletes; then
the Connecticut river. After a short you will have a genuine pOllege *
• ;:
,
cruise to Middletown, a seige of newspaper.
Westeyan Unviersity would hasten
As the library buzzer has just
the policy of educational im- reminded that the time is 1 t:3p p.m.
perialism which I would advocate.
(one long buzz), I had better.pack
Although this is my final install- up my books and return to my
ment of "Ragtime," 1 do not want room. Maybe lean catch the^nd of
those administrators, faculty mem- a devastating frat party. .-,
bers, and students who were not
In re-reading,what i.h'ave ^ritten
mentioned to feel slighted. Take tonight, I realizt that Ihaveijse'd lip
heart in the knowledge that a lot of ink and a lot of pajpef this
everyone will be ragged-on some- term. And I did not get re-imbursed
time in their lives.
by the Tripod for my restaurant
Consider the Trinity Tripod. review of the Makris Diner/Let me
How can a group of npvice news- tell you, we newspaper columnists
, paper people actually believe that •work pretty cheap. I don't even get
they are reporting news io.ihe cam-;, credit, for doing- (his! Speakiag of
pus? Do they think that they. can,.. credit,, i'dbejter- finjshlh^Wrnipar
compete with the Times,' Globe, or paper before Monday*, or else' I'll
Courant for national and even local have to return for another semester
news? In fact, why should the at my favorite small, New England,
Tripod bother with campus news? liberal arts college. Comb to think
The grapevine here at the Peyton of it, I didn't even receive the! PrepPlace of Trinity has been more than py Seal of Approval for my efforts
adequate as a means of communica- this term! 1 would have; been the
tion between members of .the Trini- ideal Preppy Columnist,
'•
ty community for years.,How can
All this work and wha.ti.h.avel to (
the Tripqd survive against such ,it);
and an empty pen cartridge: You ,y
tense competition?
:
I suggest that the Tripod elimi- know, this columnist business isn't
nate news reporting, and devote the what it's cracked up to be. I'm tired
entire tabloid to features such as of being called a sexist and a typical
;
"Ragtime" as well as letters from irresponsible journalist!
I
quit.
..
anonymous members of; the com-

Strange Bedfellows:
by Ted Hartsoe
As the semester ends and summer
appraachas,4«am rem(#ilcd of a UJp
home several months ago. As I
drove along, a car passed me — not
unusual. This car caught my eye for
a couple of reasons. For the few
moments it was in sight, it seemed
to symbolize the present administration.
About the first thing I noticed
while it zoomed by was the bumper
sticker. A reminder of the presidential campaign, it proclaimed
" R e a g a n . " Campaign bumper
stickers seem to last longer than the
officeholder, and this one seemed
particularly appropriate. It was very
simple. No frills, no grandiloquence
adorned this statement on chrome.
Big, block letters spelled the name
strongly. The white lettering contrasted with the black background
— Reagan in white in a dark world;
a savior in a world of evil it seemed
to mean. The name tilted to the
right, of course. This bumper
sticker lacked only one item — red
all around the border.
This aspect of the new president
appeared elsewhere, though. Sticking out of the trunk was an
American Legion symbol. The
Legion's legion of members strongly supported Reagan in the campaign. He seemed like them —
strong, tough, and a former soldier
(if only in the movies). He wouldn't
take any guff from anyone, not
from any of those itsy-bitsy pieces
of land they call countries, and certainly not from the reds in Russia.
This president would speak loudly
and buy a bigger stick. The man
wearing the white hat, tall in the
saddle, with six-shooter at hand.
Mr. Reagan would show them
who's boss, put the U. S. of A.
back on top — number one, the
most powerful nation on earth.
Most nations do not need reminding, though. Many foreign
government's gladly accept re
minders in the forms of arms and
advisers. Of « w « , such tokens of
friendship only find their way to

T%1
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Black Cadulac

those who say they are a friend of
wants who drove by in the black
the United States. Friendship in ac- Cadillac with the Reagan butriper
•tiion is -not a criteria. Usually these sticker1' ^tnb^ 'thiP'Ame^Wf §egi&Hc
weapons are a demonstration to symbol, I wonder, though, whether
those who oppose our friends, to let
aJr^BJdJlstrjbution of income and
them know exactly whose side the
increased military spending and aid
:
U.S. is on.
will make this a better nation and a
However, the big stick has evolved
safer world. We just have to wait
into a fat wallet, apparently without
and see where the man in the saddle
Mr. Reagan's cognizance. It is difpoints his six-shooter next.
ficult to slay an enemy by hitting it
with a bulging wallet. It makes
more sense to use the money inside
it to help those who really are our
friends. Many of these pieces of
land don't need military equipment; •.
• '•
• >
11 '• • I* n' •: ' i f ' I . W
r.,*ii'>C
they need economic aid. Provided' 1
It has come to our at&ntio'ii that.
much of this aid does not find its
there is some confusion surrounding
way into the pockets of polititians
the statement presented to the IFC
and bureaucrats, it will help meet
by DKE on April 26. We would like
the needs and wants of the inhabito state clearly that the statement
tants. A peasant with a few extra
did have the support of DKE in the
pesos and a full stomach will not inform of a valid, if unofficial, vote
cite a revolution. Undoubtedly
and
that Denise Atkinson acted correvolutionaries will remain, but
rectly in presenting it to the IFC.
without widespread support, their
Since that time, DKE's position has
efforts will be fruitless. The big
bucks should not go for a bigger" • been reevaluated^amluarU official >
vote called. DKE stands behind the
stick, but overseas to diminish the
body
of the statement, but has
need for the stick.
chosen not to request the suspenSimilarly, President Reagan is
sion of Crow from the council. Our
redistributing funds in the federal
demands remain those stated in the
budget at home. While claiming to
final paragraphs of the April 26
maintain a social safety net to prostatement,
that:
, . ,
;
tect the most needy, he has
"The IFC must not shirk its
chopped up many programs with
his budgetary axe, David Stockman. responsibility to the the community
nor allow its members to do so. In
Some of these programs were
fact the IFC must impress upon the
felled in one blow, others severely
fraternities and their members the
cut down in size. Most Qf these
importance of this incident which is
programs aided those merjibers of
no less than the brutal victimization
society most in need of assistance.
of an individual, consenting or no.
In addition, the President adFailure to take action eommesurate
vocates cutting back taxes in a
with the seriousness of this issue is
fashion which fits best on the
tantamount to condoning it."
wealthier members of the nation.
Perhaps this is what the man
Delta Kappa Epsilon

DKE Supports
Statement

Correction
In the April 28 issue of the TRIPOD, the new secretary of the
Parents' Association was incorrectly reported. She is Mrs. Nancy
See, mother of Richard, "82. We sincerely regret this mistake.
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Arts
Concert Choir Crashes Its Crescendo
with her solo. She .needs ;fiiore
breath control and support;': she
must learn to control, her vibrato.
When she does that, she will i>e a
breath-taking soloist. The chief
trouble here was the substitution.

by Anthony Shenton

It's amazing how so many people
attend a concert can .share
*|ome views and heartily disagree on
Others. On the basis of what'I" was'
.{old by some well-meaning people, I
attended the Saturday evening perThe tenor range of a cello-like voice
formance of the Concert Choir —
was needed here, and it, wasn't preWhich consisted of Benjamin Brit-.- sent. Perhaps it's more a question
|en's Rejoice in the Lamb, George •« of taste than faithfulness t^jthe
'" andel's Utrecht Jubilate, and the
score, but when there is, a tenor; who
cond act of H.M.S. Pinafore of
already knows the solo, why not use
^Gilbert and Sullivan — with
him?
trepidation and prejudice. This was
Another way in which this perthe report that was being circulated:
formance departed from the score
The choir was so-so, Maria Lavieri was that a piano was used as the acwas the only good soloist, the companying instrument instead of
•pilbert and Sullivan was too stupid
the pipe organ. While the piano
**~ entertain, and, the, orchestra was ,'proMided better, attack, and, articulaeal',' 1 !'':'.;,',",.-..',,..;.., ,,< .-,, . tion in ^ome sections, it clearly
lacked " the sustenance of tone
'* In the Britten piece, Susan needed for the long notes, especially
Rutherford had the job of pre- the pedal points. The solo which
senting her cat, Jeoffrey for the au- Andy Carlson sang should have
photo by J.E. Hardy
dience's inspection, as a blessing been sung against such sustained
At the close of a successful season, the Trinity Concert Choir gave a disappointing display.
from God. The singer sang clearly chords, but sounded instead like
with warmth and love, as if she was secco recitative from an opera. The
singing of her own pet. This sold, impression, one should receive is
the Lamb is (after all, it was written clear, light tenor voice, and was an- filled out the remainder of the
_,indicated for treble, was followed that of a deacon or cantor intoning
by a madman), the music of noyingly on pitch. There was no roster of soloists.
E<u^-i:W.<^:fedi8ti«d-..iifQii<ian alto. ' •' the opening of (for' instance) the
Some of the staging was effective
Handel's Utrecht Jubilate is also. blending or ensemble work really
,.IjjChanfies,1are,-<Mtteni;wouId'have •l" Gloria in a religious service.
The leading voice and orchestration evident besides Miss Lavieri's self- (the freezes were!) but the sneaking
v used; a boys' andmens' choir for
around in mouse-like fashion has
occasionally does the unexpected. restraint.
this piece, and both the treble solo
During the brief choral sections
The choral entrances were all got to go. The choreography would
and Lisa D'Addeo's alto solo would one noticed messy entrances and
For instance, the piece opens with a alike, and they all progressed from have been better if Scott Collishaw
have been sung by boys.
cut-offs, and intonation problems
long alto solo. Although Amy a clear beginning through a muddy realized that the arm has three
,. This was the principle detraction in the basses and tenors. The main
Fulton sang the right notes in tune, middle section and ended clearly joints, not just elbow and wrist.
, of Lisa's solo. Here, the warmth in problem in the Britten was a lack of
one lost a sense of motion because again. There was no real noticeable And finally, the choir did sing well,
Ms. D'Addeo's voice was out of a dynamic range. The piece began
the
long notes and phrases weren't differentiation between each fugue. as long as they were being serious
place; a lighter tone, one more in quietly enough, but the choir quickmoved through. After a choral Although the tenors began to'sound and not sarcastic about what they
keeping with a bouncy rhythmic ly forgot how quiet it could get until
fugue, the still oddly-maiched duet like a section instead of a few were doing up on the stage.
, text about mice, would have been "For the instruments are by their
of Maria Lavieri and Richard fighting voices during this piece,
more effective. The third solo, rhimes'' where the choir produced a
The general lack of choral singing
Wagjner
emerged for "Be ye sure." more and more eyes became buried
. ' T o r the -flowers are great real diminuendo. It was one Of the
to.
g£i
feature a concert cnoiir l s d E F
^moments 1 that Gerald Moshelljthe•*«
previous work a much better
"castTthli^palFToge'th"er
yet
again.
turbing. What the choir did sing
conductor, strives for.
Mr. Wagner's voice is not suited to feeling.
was good, unlike some concerts in
As
odd
as
the
text
to
Rejoice
in
Hilary
Rao
didnlfc
do
a
bad;'job
Yet another Gilbert and Sullivan
>
Miss Lavieri's. His is thin, weak,
the past. This brings up a question:
and occasionally lacks intonation. semi-staged production made up
what does a director do when the
Even though Miss Lavieri held the second half of the show. It
quality is inversely proportional to
starred
some
of
the
usual
people
back, she still overpowered Mr.
the quantity? There were too many
Wagner's voice with her vibrato (Scott Nesbitt, Grant Cochran,
soloists on this program. Audiences
and breadth of tone. After another Dana Giddings, and Beverley
that want to hear choirs do not
choral fugue, a third voice joined Gebelein), but also included recent
want to hear soloists; the declining
the duet, turning it into a trio. Peter Concert Choir G & S discoveries
attendance at choir concerts seems
Brown's tone color added yet a Thomas Perry and Kyle Saunders.
to support this. When will people
by Lisa Koenig
third type of voice to the melange. Ginger
O'Brien,
Michael
wake up to this fact?
On Friday night, May 1, Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity presented its
Mr. Brown used no vibrato,, has a Bienkowski and Joshua Garfield
^ second^annual Library, Night. The event began at 7:30 p.m.; and, from
1
'^ftejargk'audje.n'c^ tu'rnqui,: U,looked like the night was going to; be a

f
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Arts And Leisure At
AD Literary Night
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Awareness Day was still vivid in the minds of the audience. The
speakers, singers, and musicians were able to prolong these emotions
which had been awakened the previous week. Maxwell Edusei was this
year's Master of Ceremonies. He welcomed the audience and underlined
the purpose of Literary Night. He said that Literary Night was not only
to exhibit some of the fine talent at Trinity, but also to present some of
the different frustrations and feelings of groups, both at Trinity and
throughout the world.
„ ' Mejanie Hines read, her own poetry and also poetry from other
:, ".wjojiKjn writers. Her pieces expressed some of the feelings that she has
had to deal with as a black woman.
Jeff Baker followed, reading his own short story. The story was well
written and enjoyed by all. Then Eric Truran accompanied Amy Fulton
on his guitar, The atmosphere was very relaxed as Amy's voice filled the
room. After Amy finished, Eric took over the stage as a solo act. He
sang a few of his original compositions, including one about a Fighter
Jet and another about Killer Neckties.
'. ., Mark,.Shepherd recited a number of poems from the Harlem
Renaissance. Many people have ignored the black writers from this
period. As a result, several in the audience were introduced to this talent
for the first time. The Harlem poetry echoed with both pride and anger.
Jeremy Meyer also read some of the poetry that he had written,
several of his poems dealt with children and his experiences with them.
Kwaku Sintim — Misa and Maxwell Edusei gave a short history of
African poetry before they presented their own versions. The audience
became aware of many of the false sterotypes that the African people
face, Many people forget that even though the African people do not
share many cultural traits with the more industrialized nations, that
does not make them backwards. •• • '
Kwaku read many of his own poems and later Mark Shepherd joined!
him performing a skit from one of Kwaku's plays. Mark then followed
with his own poems, one of which had previously earned the A.D.
Literary Award.
. . : '•
Charlotte Meryman gave a feminine point of view in her poetry. She
made the audience understand many of the prejudices that she has faced
as a woman and how she has handled them.
After the program was completed A.D. provided refreshments and
dancing. The audience on the whole felt the evening was very worth. while and.looked forward tonext year's Literary Night. . : .,.,"...-..- ..-

ARTS CALENDAR

TextiS®
Exhirit
A Special exhibition of textiles
will open at the Yale University Art
Gallery on Thursday, May 14. A
Sense of Pattern: Textile Masterworks from the Yale University Art
Gallery brings together rarelyexhibited highlights from the
Gallery's extensive permanent collection of textiles, and offers a
cross-cultural survey of textile art
from the second century B.C. to the
present.

Festival

Continues
The RAW New Wave-No Wave
Festival continues on May 16, 1981
when Peter Ivers, composer of the
music to the movie ERASERHEAD
and host of Los Angeles' most
unusual underground cable T.V.
show, NEW WAVE THEATRE,
brings West Coast video to Hartford. Peter Ivers will show five
NEW WAVE THEATRE tapes,
featuring New Wave bands including DEVO, FEAR, BUTCH,
HOLLYWOOD TRASH, VITAMIN PINK, and JOHANNA.

WENT while speaking about new YSiSffp

PeffOITinS

movement in video and music.

Hunt
The Ivoryton Playhouse staff will
be auditioning actors and interviewing technical and administrative
personnel on Sunday May 17th, at
the theater, located on Main St.,
Ivoryton, Connecticut. Those interested should bring a resume, and
singers, considering any of the small
parts available" in "Kiss Me Kate"
and "A Flea in Her Ear," should
prepare a ballad. Auditions will be
held from 1 pm to 5 pm, and from 6
pm to 8 pm.

No Dose
*

.

•

•

•

On Friday, May 22, at 8:30 pm,
Becky Johnston's new wave film,
"Sleepless Nights," a haunting fjlm
fantasy about disappointed love
will be shown at Real Art Ways.
Accompanying "Sleepless Nights"
will be films by Hartford filmaker
Chris Stifel, which reflect the
ephemeral nature of modern society
through superficial lifestyles and
the struggle to maintain a sense of
moral identity.

Twyla Tharp, the celebrated
choreographer, will present her
Company of fifteen dancers and a
body of work covering the full
range of her outstanding career at
the Bushnell Memorial for three
performances on May 26, 27, and
28. Among the highlights j n this
return engagement of " T * y ' a ',
Tharp Dance" to Hartford will be
the premiers of six new dances not
previously seen in Connecticut.

Dance
Workshops
Trinity Dance Workshops will be
offered on an eight week program
from June 8-July 30. These noncredit courses are designed to increase flexibility and coordination,
to develop body tone and to
enhance a greater sense of physical
awareness. Tuition covers an eightweek session. Classes are held for
an hour and a half once a week. For
further information, please call
527-3151, Ext. 317. Trinity Dance
Workshops are sponsored by the
Dance Department, Trinity College, Katharine Power, Workshop
Coordinator.

^
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Arts
Sun Shines At Summerstage
Three plays featured in Austin Arts
complete event for its theatre-goers,
book on the occult by inviting a
encouraging
its attendants to picnic
by Surah Shanlcy
female medium to his home. As forAlthough the sun is present year- tune dictates, the medium is not an on Trinity's scenic campus. In addiround, during the summer, it shines ordinary charlatan as Charles tion, the theatre provides music on
with strength and warmth. Similar- predicts, but a rather erratic, yet the Austin Arts patio, one hour
ly, Summerstage, Hartford's only gifted woman who mistakenly prior to every performance. Wedprofessional summer theatre, has materializes his deceased wife, to nesday's are special with the reverbeen in operation throughout these the astonishment of both Charles berating sounds of the Plumb
Memorial Carillon. A cocktail and
two semesters at Trinity College, and his present spouse. The plot
sustaining a relative anonymity, in sparkles with fun, as this food bar is also available before
respect to the college community. mischevious ghost rearranges their each production and during the intermission.
However, stacks of blue and green complacent lives.
Roger Shoemaker emphasized
brochures have recently been apThe following piece, showing
that
Summerstage's primary goal is
pearing in the vicinity; and, within from July 8-17, "Angel Street,"
the following month, Summerstage fades into the shadowy past of Vic- to foster an appreciation for the
promises to radiate, presenting torian England. A spine-tingling theatre, through quality selections,
reasonable subscription and ticket
entertainment in both its mainstage mystery, "Angel Street" presents
prices, and a comfortable summerand children's theatre programs.
the Manninghams, an apparently
time , atmosphere, inducing relaxaDuring its previous seasons, untroubled and happy couple.
tion and pleasure.
Summerstage has been recognized However, the mask of calm is slowfor its quality productions. Roger ly removed as the audience, and a
Shoemaker, Summerstage's Artistic benign detective discover a terrible
Director, noted the difficulties in and terrifying secret.
selecting pieces which have both inSummerstage's final production
by Dcnlsc D'Agostlno
dividual and mass appeal. How- is a contemporary work which
Dear Ms. Silvestri,
ever, the theatre's history for suc- recently finished on Broadway with
I wanted to thank you and
cess is undeniable, having received glowing reviews. Lanford Wilson's,
Trinity; College for holding the
favorable reviews from the New Pulitzer Prize winning, "Talley's
poetry workshop. It was the first
York Times and other astute, Folly," appearing from July 22-31,
experience I had with poetry and
regional periodicals. Furthermore, is an unusual love story, which promeeting people who liked to ex.this season's subscription sales are mises its audience romance, humor
press themselves through poetry. I1
soaring, confirming the communi- and Stardust. A two character cast
ty's appreciation and approval. brings intimacy and warmth to the thought Lucille Clifton did a
wonderful job and it was a pleasure
Past Mainstage productions have production.
to have met her. I hope Trinity
ranged from classic delights such as
The Children's Theatre takes a College will continue to hold these
"Scapino" to current dramas like
"The Price." This year's season in- somewhat different approach to its workshops so that many other high
productions, Inpovation and daring school students will be able to have
cludes three varied selections;
are stressed in searching for the same experiences.
"Blithe Spirit," "Angel Street"
Thank You.
children's plays, as there is a
and "Talley's Folly," each
Sincerely,
definite
lack
of
youth
oriented
reknown for its popularity.
'^lw«wi^WP»<^^
• ~ thealre pieces in the Jitcrarymarket.
Students, faculty, administrators
Spirit," running from June23 -July This year, Summerstage will present
four works: "Two Tales of Trou- and even the poets themselves all
3. Written by comic master, Noel
ble," "On The Tip of My write to express their gratitude and
Coward, "Blithe Spirit" is a crisp
farce, centering around Charles Tongue," "The Gingerbread Man" enthusiasm for the Trinity College
Poetry Center under the executive
and a brand new work.
Condomine, a mystery novelist who
co-ordination of Milli Silvestri.
Summerstage attempts to create a
desires to aulhenticize his latest

Our Fifth Year of

Professional-Resident Summer Theatre
at Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut'

Center Improves Rhyme Scheme

Our message is a simple one: The Last National
Bank has quality food, drink and friendly service at reasonable prices you can count on
seven days weekly from eleven A.M. 'til midnight.
While we feature full menus and specials, our
Lighter Fare items are available Anytime! You
can reserve our vaults for any special
occasion...a family birthday or a corporate
cocktail, luncheon, or dinner function.
Partake in our new Extended Happy Hour
prices in the Lounge which run from 4:00 P.M.
until closing.. .perfect with a crock of our famous
Baked French Onion Soup or a yummy
Quiche.
Discounted parking available
at One Financial Plaza
After 5 P.M.

NATIONAL
BANK
' A SOCIABIS BATEKT

752 Main Street
Hartford, Connecticut
Dial A HOLD UP
for reservations

However, the majority of such Center has remained true to its
letters are sent by people outside purpose in making poetry and its
the Trinity community. In fact, it is j writers accessible to Trinity. True
doubtful if many of ,thp. Trinity >lalsois thefact that'since 1961 It has
community ..even resaliz,e<, >the remained"'-«!unlflerAS'taffed'?'" Milexistence of the Poetry Center. budgeted and' underpublicized*; "I
This, perhaps, is a result of the fact don't know if it will ever be
that, although the name bespeaks a possible to achieve the "status of
center, there is no; structural having our own quarters - the space
(actual) center in existence.
for students and faculty to gather,
The Poetry Center is a board of pull a book of verse down from the
students and faculty committed "to shelves and converse about it. We
knowing contemporary poets and have been fortunate in the past for
their work at firsthand" and the kindness and generosity shown
bringing these poets and their work us by the English Department, but
to Trinity so that the entire who knows how long that will be
able to continue." So states
community will benefit. In the past
fqiir,,years,, the Center,, .hasi-ex- uSilvestrL oik»her«fears <abtHit-"*the
panded its ideal and concept so Center's future. It is throu&fr'her
that the benefits of its intent go i- efforts of seeking both federal arid
beyond the Trinity campus. The private grants that the Center has
"Poet-in-Residence" program been able to establish the "Poet-inaffords the Hartford community, Residence" Program. Previously
the opportunity to; be exposed to funded by the Connecticut
the same literary benefits as those Commission for the Arts, this
offered at Trinity. Under the year's series with Lucille Clifton
Program, a well known poet, takes transpired through the monetary
up residency here at Trinity and aid of the Elizabeth Dorr Coffin
conducts a number of workshops Memorial Foundation which
as well as gives public readings and matched the funds given to the
makes class appearances. This year Center by the College for, the
Lucille Clifton joined the list of resident' program. However, it
such distinguished poets as Philip takes a year's worth of compilation
Levine, Denise Levertov, W.D. of proof of success to be able to
Snodgrass
and
Lawrence solicit such aid. With the help of
Ferlinghetti.
•
Connie Ware, Director of
It is the workshops which are the Development, who discovered the
unique factor of the "Poet-in- existence of the Coffin Memorial,
Residence" program though. Co- and such alumni as Lloyd Smith,
ordinated with Hartford Public George Ferris and Clarence Pen all
High.Bulkeley High, Weaver High of whom contributed to the Center
and South Catholic High, the on its inauguration in 1961, the
Center, with Silvestri's guidance, Center will be able to continue in
gives high school students the its purpose.
opportunity to broaden and refine
Silvestri points out that
their poetry skills. On the basis of awareness of poetry as an art form
merit through competition, twenty- is indeed increasing, citing a recent
five to thirty students are chosen issue of "Life" magazine which
from each school to participate in featured twelve contemporary
the workshops. This year Lucille poets, a number of whom have
Clifton conducted four two-hour been participants in the Center's
workshops, one of which was for yearly circuit. "This increasing
the sole benefit of faculty, here on awareness has been beneficial for
the Trinity campus. Silvestri feels the Center which has now
that even the additional experience established an additional comof being on a college campus munity collaboration with Real Art
enhances the total experience for Ways in sponsoring such poets as
the high school students as well as Ntorake Shange, Linda Pastan and
the fact of "being able to rub Lawrence Ferlinghetti for the
elbows with a famous poet," The Hartford community as well as for
faculty response to the Program Trinity.
gives every indication of the
Center's success with the Program
"Trinity through the Center
as Sister Grace M. Mannion of should be proud of the number and
South Catholic High School writes, kind of poets as well as of the
"It is impossible to point out single nature of the "Poet-in-Residence
benefits from this program, there Program,"; Silvestri feels. Indeed,
are so many assets...the chosen the Trinity College Poetry Center
students have been highly offers an alternative in education motivated to increase their reading
an alternative so diverse, exciting
and writing of poetry."
and provocative in nature that the
Since its fouadation in. 1961 by opportunity to benefit from it
SHvestri and Holly Stevens, the should not be missed.
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Bantam Baseball Ends Season With Two Close Games
bj Dennis Giilooly
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The Trinity College Varsity Baseball team concluded its season this
week with a pair of hard-fought
contests against Central Connecticut State College and Amherst.
Both games were seesaw affairs,
with the Bantams registering a win
and a loss.
. On Monday, the team traveled to
New Britain to face the Blue Devils
of Central. Central is a Division II
team, but they had a poor record
entering the game.
Central
jumped on Trinity starter, Dave
Gasiorowski for four runs in the
first inning. Most of these runs
were unearned, due to a Bantam
error. Trinity countered with three
runs in the top of the second
inning, highlighted by run-producing hits by Todd Dagres, Nick
Bordieri and Tom Savage. Gasiorowski settled down and allowed the
Blue Devils only one run over the
next five innings. Meanwhile, the
Bantams pounded a number of
Central pitchers, taking a seemingly commanding 10-5 lead. Mike

Elia's three-run triple was the
decisive blow for Trinity in this
outburst. However, Gasiorowski
tired in the seventh inning and was
replaced by John Valencia, but not
until after the Blue Devils had
taken a 12-10 lead.
Oh this day though, the Bantams
could not be held down. They
broke through for three runs in the
top of the eighth inning, as Peter
Martin delivered a two-run single.
This put Trinity ahead 13-12, and
proved to be enough as Valencia
shut the door on the Blue Devils the
rest of the way.
For the Bantams, Steve Woods
and Todd Dagres led the way with
three hits apiece. Mike EHa also
played a large role in the victory by
driving in three runs. Valencia was
outstanding in relief, as he notched
his first victory of the season.
On Thursday, Trinity took on
Amherst, the number two ranked
Division III team in New England.
Amherst had defeated the Bantams
in Florida earlier in the year, -so the
Trinity players were out for revenge. Mike Shimeld breezed

along through the first three innings, holding the Lord Jeffs in
check. The Bantams entered the
top of the fourth inning holding a
1-0 advantage. They proceeded to
increase this lead quite dramatically. A total of seven Trinity hits,
highlighted by a two-run double by
Tom Savage, gave the Bantams a
7-0 lead. Shimeld was nicked for
two runs in the bottom of the 4th
inning, but Trinity was apparently
still in control. After being held
scoreless in their half of the 5th
inning, the flood-gates broke for
the Bantams.
Amherst tailed;
seven runs over the next two
innings, to take a 9-7 lead. Trinity
could get no closer than 9-8 the rest
of the way, as they went down in
defeat.
For the Bantams, Jim Bates had
three hits and two r.b.i.'s to
continue his late season hitting
surge. Mike Elia, Steve Gugliej•mo, Tom Savage and Peter Martin
also contributed r.b.i.'s to the
Trinity cause. However, the Bantams were very disappointed as
they had let an apparent victory

slip through their grasp.
Several excellent individual performances highlighted the Bantam
season. Peter Martin led the team
in batting with a mark of .392. He
also set a variety of Trinity records
in the field. He should repeat as an
All-New England choice and probably as an All-American. Steve
Guglielmo batted a very solid .360,
as he led the team in r.b.i.'s (22).
Todd Dagres left off where he did
last year and proceeded to establish new single season (7) and
career (13) marks in.home-runs.
Jim Bates lived up to his pre-s'eason billing, and batted .373. This is
even more impressive when taking
into consideration his slow start.
Steve Woods improved his average
about one-hundred points from last
year, hitting a consistent .344.
Finally, Mike Shimeld posted a 4-3
mark on the mound, with"an E.R.A.
of 2.76. He should continue to be
the Trinity ace for a couple more
years. The important point about'
all of this is that all of these players
will be back.
The only players the Bantams

will lose to graduation are Mike
Goss and Captain Frank Netcoh.
But these will b e ' difficult to
replace, Goss came back from a
pre-season injury to post two
important saves. These saves tied
him for the Trinity career record
(5). His right arm will be sorely
missed in tlje bull-pen. The loss of
Frank Netcoh will be even more
difficult to overcome. His leadership, and dedication to the team
concept was truly inspiring. He
sacrificed himself throughout the
year* always thinking of the team
first. Though his statistics were
not as glossy as in his junior year,
his other attributes were a more
important contribution. His loss
will be dearly felt next year.
So with the final defeat at the
hands of Amherst, the Bantams
finished their season at 8-12-1.
However, there is much optimism
since they started to play a better
brand of baseball as the season
wound down. With the return of
almost the entire team, things look
bright for next year.

Varsity Laxtnen Win Four in a Row
by Robert Falk
Alter stumbling to a 4-4 record,
the Varsity Lacrosse team ended
on a strdng note, capturing four
wins in a row on enemy turf. Road
•victories came over New Haven,
Wesleyan, Connecticut College
and Springfield. Although the
Bantams failed to qualify for
ECAC post season action, the 8-4
season j»axks«.the.third straight year
that'C"oacn Mike'Darr has guided
Trinity to a winning record. Last
year's Coach of the Year, Darr has
posted a gaudy 27-S mark. Trinity
will be represented in post-season .&
action of a different sort, as
Captain Scott Growney and Peter
• Duncan, both seniors, were chosen
to participate in the East-West AllStar game to be held at Springfield
College this Sunday.
Last Saturday, Trinity traveled to
Bennedon Field in Springfield,
Massachusetts tp-.take-.pn- t h e .
Chiefs. In Trinity's only game
played on astro-turf this season, the
Bants held on for a well-earned 8-5
victory. Although Springfield
trailed 6-1 at the half, the Chiefs
fought back in second half action.
Defensively, Goaltender Gregg
Caserta turned in a strong performance as the Junior netmintier
registered ; 15 saves.
.• '•
A week before the Springffeld
game, Trinity turned in its bast
performance of the year in
drubbing a Conn College club 23-7.
The Laxmen jumped out to a 13-2
halftime bulge before coasting to
their seventh victory of the season.
Freshman'Ned Id,e proved a t big
factor in fhe'gferaejas' he Raptured
numerous face-offs throughout the
contest. Also, the Trinity mandown unit turned in a fine performance, stifling the Camels
vaunted attack.
The two other Bantam road
victories proved to be one goal
affairs, with the outcome in doubt
until the final whistle. At
Wesleyan, Trinity held on for a
heart-stopping 9-3 victory. The
Bantam win was not secured until
Trinity shut off a Cardinal man-up

advantage late in the g a m e . Trinity will be led by newly elected
Similarly, Trinity had to hold on captain Jamie Birmingham. The
late in the game to defeat New junior attackman from Norwalk,
Haven by a 12-11 margin. Trinity Connecticut played a vital role in
saw a 7-1 lead evaporate quickly, as Trinity's scoring punch this season.
New Haven came back aided by Returning.on attack next season is
numerous fast break situations. Sophomore Mike Brigham. The
The New Haven game produced crease attackman powered home
some hard hitting on the part of the 30 goals this season. Also, Mark
hosts, who were frustrated early by Tiedemann, Steve Ryan, Ward
Trinity's early blitz.
Through eight games, Trinity
had posted a mediocre 4-4 mark.
The season had witnessed a
Bantam rout over Amherst, 17-5,
and poor Trinity outings against
Middlebury, 26-7, and Babson, 169. Looking back on the season,
Coach Darr felt that the last four
wins were evidence of Trinity's true
character. The Bantam mentor
commented, "As with our last four
games on the road, we could have
easily folded and packed our bags.
Although the wins were not easy,
we showed our true potential in the
C o n n e c t i c u t College game."
Highlighting the season, Darr
mentioned, "'Despite our rocky
start and inconsistent play, we
came together at the end of the
season and finished with a
respectable 8-4 record."
Next year's team will be losing
five seniors to graduation. Heading
the list of departures is Trinity's
1981 Most Valuable Player
Growney. A four year letter
winner, Growney holds virtually
every Trinity scoring record. In his
career, Growney amassed 194
points on 119 goals and 75 assists.
Last season, Growney set single
season records for goals, 43, assists,
,30, and points, 73. Also, four year
letter winners include Defensman
Bill Miller, and Midfielder Peter
Duncan. The Trinity midfield is
going to be hurt the most by this
year's graduation, as Tom Chase
and lim Samsel will be leaving.
Chase garnered three letters, while
Samsel, a four year player, earned
! two varsity letters.
Looking ahead to next year,

Congratulations Bantams
on a Great Year in Sports!

Classen and Barclay Hansen will be
battling for the spot left by
Growney's d e p a r t u r e . In the
midfield, returnees include Ide,
Dave Hudson, who was out all
season with an injury, Tom
Dunwoody, Jamie Kapteyn, -Peter
Miller, Most Improved Player for
1981 Bill Schaufler, Mike Tucci,
Craig Vought and Rob Wendin.

Defensively, Trinity returns Ben
Baron, Matt Smith, Rob Falk, Paul
Mattaliano, Chris Delaney and Jim
Frederick.
Darr mentioned that he is
looking forward to next season
saying, "We will have a solid
nucleus coming back next season,
and I feel really optimistic that we
can have a fine season."

3 0 YEARS AGO. WE
PIONEERED LOW FARES
TO EUROPE. TODAY WE'RE
STILL AT IT.
ONEWAY. STANDBY

NY TO LUXEMBOURG

Luxembourg to New York return ticket, with confirmed
reservation; $249.50 (te normal round trip fare) when
purchased with standby fare; Free wine with dinner, cognac
after. Prices effective through May 14,1981, subject to change
and government approval, Purchase tickets in the U.S.A.
See your travel agent or call Icelanclair. In New York City 757-8585;
elsewhere call 800-555-1212 for the toll free number in your area

ICELANDAIR
NOW MORE THAN EVER YOUR
BESTVALUE TO EUROPE

* • • • • %
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More Sports
Laxwomen Edge Out Opponents
Set New Record for Most Wins
clear that Wesleyan was not going Trinity with a narrow 3-1 lead, with
ending their season with an 8-1
to give up without a fight. The goals by Johnson, Lisa Donahue,
record.
Trinity attack was stifled by the and Sperry. The second half saw
aggressive Wes defense, and it was the defense tighten up, allowing
So the season has ended vicnot until 19:37 in the first half that the attack to "blow Wesleyan right
toriously and the team will lose five
Sue Schwartz could score. Dot back to Middletown."
Linda
valuable seniors to graduation:
Bundy fed Nolen perfect passes for Johnson tallied five goals to lead Captain Ellen "Horizontal Jump"
two goals and Lynch for one, to up the team in scoring for the day, Nalle, "Dynamite Disco" Dot
the Trin score to four. Point Lisa while outstanding defensive play Bundy, Lisa "Lolly"'Lorillajxl, Lisa
Halle was able to prohibit several by Laura "Get-Mad-and-Get- "Point me towards Hartwlck"
scoring threats, but Wesleyan
Even" Gill, Amy Waugh, and Judy Halle, and top goalie Annie "Get
skimmed by the defense to put four Peterson sent Trin to a 12-4 victory, me out of here" Madarasz.
goals up on the board. It was
evident at the beginning of the
second half that the aggressive
defensive style of the Trinity team
would be hindered by over-cautious
officials. In the defensive zone,
"unnecessary roughness" calls on
point Witbeck, coverpoint Larkin,
and third-man Nalle sent tempers
Brown was the first match of the
flaring and gave Wesieyan the opseason when; Trinity was seriously
portunity to score. Goalie Madarthreatened. .Sue Schwartz fed the
iisz made some stellar saves, and
ball (o center Sherry Ben/el, who
later, Witbeck and Larkin managed
promptly nailed the ball into the
to hold off the fast Wesleyan
net for the first Trinity goal. Leo
attackers. The Trinity attack fired
"Harvey" Nolen added three more
up in the secjond half and pounded
goals in the first half, but it was not
home 10 goals. Dot Bundy netted
enough. The Trinity defense was
two with four assists, Passarelli
faced with fast Brown opponents,
had three key goals, Lynch and
and despite the awesome defensive
Schwartz each got two apiece. The
moves of Captain Ellen Nalle, Sal
Wes defense swarmed over Nolen,
Larkin, and Chrissy Masters, they
allowing her to only score twice. At
were not able to keep the Brown
mid-field, wings Mooney and
learn from scoring. During the
Thursday's game against arch
Swecker set up key links to help
second half, the game turned into rival Wesleyan proved to be the
Trin dawn Wesleyan 14-10 and
the contest between the defenses.
climax of the season.
Tension
finish their season with an impresBehind 4-5 at the half, the Trinity between the two colleges is always
sive 9-1 record, the best in
"D" pulled its act together, and
high, and Thursday was no excepwomen's lacrosse history.
with the outstanding playing of
tion. Trinity was out for revenge,
having lost to the Cardinals in last
jwnffo A'1",'*' Matinrns-/., allowed
The J.V. team walked on the
:*%ly l) sliofs""o/
'••weamrra"" match.
Play started fieldmd dominated the game fronr
wings Mooney and Lorillard and
quickly, and from the draw it was
the start. A close first half saw
The Women's Lacrosse team
proved themselves as champions
by defeating Brown and Wesleyan
in their two toughest games of the
'81 season this past week. Both the
Ivy League challenger and the
Middletown rival truly tested the
"gutsy" attitude of both the Varsity and J.V. teams. As Coach
Robin Sheppard stated, after the
itow.n..ga.me, "You've got the guts
and you just don't give up. And to
me, that's more important than
winning." The team's unrelenting
determination lo win was the
deciding factor in the evenly
matched contests with Brown and
Wesleyan. The high level of play in
the two matches happily concluded
the two outstanding seasons.

center Carol Passarelli provided
key connections at center, feeding
the ball to Laney Lynch, who scored
four goals in the second half. Tracy
Swecker and Sue Schwartz also
scored in the second half, pulling
Trinity into a tie. Lynch passed the
ball to Nolen who pounded the
deciding goal home with four
minutes remaining. Trinity won
12-11, upping their record to 8-1.
The J.V. game was just as
exciting as the Varsity game. The
J.V. scoring drive was started by
Laura Gill mid-way through the
first half, and after some fancy
dodges, Amy Waugh added ariother.to th» Trinity tally. Two goals
was all Brown would allow the J.V.
attack in that half. At the other end
of the field, the defense was
struggling to contain a powerful
Brown attack. Brown scored four
goals, despite the playing of Liz
Axclrod. In the second half, goalie
Tina Tricharchi and defensemen
Judy Peterson and Annie Mathiason kept the Bruins at bay,
allowing only one goal. Sophomore
Linda Johnson and frosh Lisa
Sperry, Sue Casazza, and Laura
Gill, fed by Michelle Rosner, all
added goals to pull the J.V.'s to a
9-5 victory.

Trinity Crew is New National Champion
continued from page 12
race was a walkaway for Western
Ontario who finished three or four
boat lengths ahead of the second
place crew. Order of finish and
times were unavailable for this and
subsequent races.
Knots of worried
Trinity
spectators and oarsmen crowded
around tallies of the Point Trophy
standings as the Varsity Eight
Petites and Finals were pending. As
it stood at ihat moment, Western
Ontario had a substantial lead, but
were not represented in the Varsity

©Sin-

Wist®
•reliant

Finals. They were, however, in the
Petite Finals, and in this event the
first two finishers in the Petites get
5 and 4 points respectively. Trinity
had 29 points, and were guaranteed
at least 6 more even if the Heavies
finished dead last. If Western
placed in the top two in the Petites,
Trinity would have to do better
than tljan to tie or win the Point
Trophy.

for the first 500. At that point the
announcer said that one boat
seemed to have a slight lead and it
was....A long pause. Then, the
radio clicked back on, "yes, it's
•••i
Trinity with a decklength lead over
the others." The Trinity section
A Trin laxwoman (#17) attempts an attack on the goal,
went hysterical. For the next 500m,
Trinity held onto that tenious lead. "TRIN! TRIN'. TRIN!...."
second place finish wotiUPafl'ofr "
Shortly after the 1000m, Coast
th'em to go to Henley this summer;
But the Heavies ran out of
Guard made a move to take racecourse and missed taking the
both the Varsity Lightweights and
Trinity, and after two attempts Guard by a deck. Mixed with the
the Varsity Heavyweights are now
Western Ontario took second in took the. lead. At the 1500m, the disappointment, however, was the
making plans for that international
the Petites, giving them four points radio announcer shut off and the realization that Trinity had taken
event, the oldest and most
for a total of 36. Trinity needed to onlookers had to rely on their own the Point Trophy with that second
traditional regatta in the world held
place fourth to win, fifth to tie, in judgement. Coming to the head of place finish, and that a Trinity
on the Thames River in England.
the Varsity Finals. With that in the the island with 400m to go. Trinity Varsity Heavyweight Eight had
Trinity's Heavies will hopefully
minds of each Trinity onlooker, the looked to have fallen back into
taken a silver medal at the Dad compete in the Ladies Plate,' a
officials announced the start of the fourth or fifth place, but then with
trophy Trinity captured in 1976.
Vail for the first time in at least
race.
The Lights will compete in*-the
200m to go the Heavies started four years. The Jack Bratton Point
Thames Cup competition, the
their sprint. They began to move Trophy has been returned to its
standard event for Lightweights to
All six boats shot out of the on Guard, taking a seat every other rightful home. It won't leave easily.
enter since there is no specific
stroke.
The
Trinity
fans
rattled
the
stakeboats at a furious pace, with
concrete benches screaming
Having promised that a first or a lightweight division at Henley,
no boat taking any noticeable lead

Men's Track Win and Lose For 2-4 Finish
The Trinity Men's Track team
ended their season by splitting a
Iri-meet at Williams College last
Sunday losing to Williams 100-57
and battering Union 57-32. The
Bants finished with a 2-4 mark in
meet competition.
,
Coach Phil Kearney's weight
squad flexed their muscles to form
the nucleus of the thin dads
scoring attack.
Junitw Justin
George flung the hammer to a,
personal b « t first place (149*3**)
while soph'DomRapini hailed down
f«>uril» ft-4 score in tri-meets). Regaming bis old form, Chip McKech«?» brtwght home She gold in the
javelin with a 183" toss. Rapini
hung tough in the shot put placing
seco«4 with a perso«*l bwi 47'4"

heave, 3 " behind the victor. Soph
Scott Keilty, the alpha-omega man,
led a clutch 1-2 sweep in the high
jump as he and Phil Japy both
launched their rockets 6* through
the air.
H. Scott Nesbitt jumped to
personal bests in the long jump
(20"7'/*"} and triple jump (41'
3/4'*} to take second in both, while
Terry Rousfcau (40'! 13/4") and
Mark Pndden followed in order
(.1-4) in the triple and Mark
grabbed third in the long jump.
Nesbitt hurdled to a personal best
in the 120 collegiate high hurdles
(15.9}. securing third place and
qualifying for the New Englands.
In she

Rousseau

breaking the two-minute barrier by
four-tenths of a second in blazing to
third in a personal best time. As
Union fell, Steve Klots continued
his climb in the 15500 meters as he
was clocked in 4:13 for fourth place
and senior Alex Magoun raced to a
hard earned second in the 5000M
(15:20.4) against an awesome Williams squad. A motley 440yd relay
crew consisting of Gavin Reardon,
Scott Sauter, Co-Captain John
Brennan and Rousseau smoked
Union by recording a 47.3 time.
Reardon, Brennan, Rousseau and
Co-Captain Bob Williams combined their quarter-mile talents to
wrest away the Mile Relay from
Union.' Sauter cooked,to ».11.2
third pkee in the 100, while guttv

Reardon (24.5) and Sauter burned
to 2-4 in the 220yd dash.
"Eiverybody improved," stressed Coach Rick Hazelton, " W e
finally had a good day weatherwise
and a good track. For many on the
squad, the season ended too short,
they had not peaked yet. Dotn
Kapini and Justin George both had
excellent days in the shot and
hammer, respectively. Scott Nesbitt had three personal bests while
Mark Paddeh and Scott Keilty had
season bests. In the Distance,
Terry Rousseau and, Steve Klots
ran to personal bests and they are
both freshmen, so they stili ha«t.
lime for improvement.
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Sports
CREW WINS TEAM TROPHY AT DAD VAIL
Varsity Heavies and Lights Going to Henley
Marist, Western Ontario, and URL
In other heats, University of British
Columbia (winners of the San
Diego Crew Classic) and Marietta
posted winning times within: 3
seconds of Trinity's,
By the lunch break, the sun was
beating down on the course, baking
the spectators and the oarsmen on
the water. The Freshmen Lights
had no difficulty placing first in
their heat, but were ten seconds
slower than the winning time
posted by San Diego State in the
other heat. The Varsity Four came
in second to Seattle Pacific in their
heat, enough to advance them to
the Semis.
;
The heats, in the Women's
Varsity were ominous. Trinity's
women won their heat, but faster
times in other heats were posted by
a strong Western Ontario crew and
the US Nav&l Academy. Several
other crews were within ten
seconds of Trinity's time, including
Mt. Holyoke!
The Freshmen Heavies, in a tight
heat with only two to qualify for
the finals, lost their first race this
year to Purdue but held onto the
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second place slot to qualify for the
Varsity Wwiiicii';, vfcw J-»r.nB an iBter.se prattice session for the Dad \ m . .
finals. The JV Lightweights,
meanwhile, sailed to a ten second Semis, Trinity came in second to the rear of. the:pack. Knowing that strength, saying over and over that
lead over th« next boat to take first UMass by only 0.8 seconds in a fate had played them a mean trick, Trinity had command of the race
in their heat.
classic dogfight race with the top the JV nevertheless fought back to and was sure to win no matter how
The last event of the first day for three boats all within three seats of a fifth place finish, a result that in close the race looked. Confidence
Trinity crews was the Varsity each other. All of the qualifying no way indicates the polish and was evident in Trinity's low
Lights' Semi-Final. The light- boats in the three Semi heats speed this crew is capable of. Order stroking 33.5 spm racing beat,
weights once again were confident posted times within four seconds of of finish: (1) Georgetown 6:33.9, compared to 36 spm in the other
6:
and smooth, taking first in thdir each other, with Coast Guard's (2) Western Ontario , 34&wi3jL11
Trinity maintained a
In a cruel turn of fate, Trinity's
Marietta 6":3SX' "(4)' ' SaffnBiSgo*
race by a two second margin. ...
Novice. ;Wgmen, wereedged out of
British Columbia, however, posted : 6:08.1 the slowest, foreshadowing a 6:37.1, (5) Trinity 6:41.6, (6) Ithaca with a wide margin separating them
a qualifying -berth in'their heat,
from the others, all the way down j
6:51.3.
coming in fourth in another three- a slightly faster time in their senji; close and heat-stopping Final.
the course, pulling a smooth and
Coast Guard, surprisingly, did not
to-qualify situation. With a time of
qualify for the finals.
Trinity started to pick up points^ By now the Point Trophy contest powertui spnnt to seal the gold
7:29.0, the Novices would have
come in first in either of two other
Saturday was a copy of Friday's for the Jack Bratton Trophy shortly was shaping up into a fight between medal victory. Order of finsih: (1)
heats; Jthaca qualified for the
weather, but with a slight headwhid before the lunch break as the Frosh Trinity, the Guard, and Western Trinity 6:19.4, (2) British Columbia
Semis with a time 20 seconds
through most of the day. The Lights raced a tightly contested Ontario, with Western picking up 6:21.5, (3) Marietta 6:29.0, (4) FIT
slower than Trinity's in another Varsity Four's Semi-Final was the Final against Ithaca, Wichita State, several uncontested points in the 6:29.9, (5) URI 6:32.0, (6)
heat. This loss was a disappointing
first event of the morning. Trinity's San Diego, Coast Guard, and US Novice Women and JV Eight Finals Georgetown 6:43.4. At the awards
finish to a season plagued by bad Four missed a second place Merchant Marine Academy. San where Trinity was not represented. dock in front of the stands filled
luck, especially since the Novices
qualifying slot by two seconds, Diego pulled out to a slight but However, Coast Guard had no with thousands of spectators, the
were moving very well in the last putting them in the Petite Finals. decisive lead early in the race, with qualifying lightweights or women, Lights collected their medals with
week, having, worked themselves
The Varsity \ Women's Semi-Final the other five boats fighting for the and Trinity expected to pick up expressions of pure elation, but
ijito,a. first-rate, novice-crew.*
confirmed fears of the Navy crew, silver and bronze all the way down many points in these events. The none could match the huge grin
with Trinity' placing second and the final 500m with no boat gaining Men's Four Petites added no Lightweight Coach Butt Apfelbaum
This momentary reverse for
Trinity did not deflect the advancing to the Finals in a three- a definative lead until the final points, but Trinity's Four edged out had as he shook hands with each
to-qualify race, and with UMass sprint. Order of finish: (1) USCGA Wichita in a video-replay finish to oarsman. After the medals .were
momentum, however, as the
Varsity Lightweights cruised to an and Western Ontario posting faster 6:23.2, (2) Conn College 6:26.9, (3) take third in that event. Order of awarded, Coxswain Linda Buchin
times in the other heat. With two to UMass 6:28.4, (4) Purdue 6:28.8, Finish: (1) lona 7:17.4, (2) received the traditional toss into
easy first in their heat against
advance in the Varsity Heavy '8 (5) Marietta 6:34.8, (6) Trinity Washington 7:19.9, (3) Trinity the river to the cheers of the
Georgetown, SUNY Maritime,
7:22.1, (4) Wichita State 7:22.2, (5) crowd.
6:38.0.
Bad Kharma struck again at the SUNY Maritime 7:25.5, (6)
JV Lights Final. Taking an early Georgetown 7:38.6.
The Varsity Women's Final was
lead in the opening 500m of the
The Varsity Lightweight Final a tough race, and Trinity's women
race, Trinity suffered a frustrating impressed even the regatta of- were able to come up only with a
equipment failure that forced one ficials. Using a radio to announce fourth place finish behind Western
Liz Amrien, Alison Rohlfing, ; Kershner grabbing second; and Liz
oarsman to stop rowing for several the race's progress, the announcer Ontario, -Navy;-and UMass. The
Deb Cronin, and Liz Souder ' rounded out her individual scoring
seconds, dropping Trinity back to was overcome by Trinity's style and
continued on page 11 captured a multitude of first places by blazing to a> second place finish!
to pace the Trinity Women's Track
in the 440(67,1).
|
learn to a 77-31 triumph over ;
The Trinity: running barrage'
Williams
last
Sunday
at
Williamstown. The Bantams ended : continued in the distance events.;
their season with an impressive 3-1 Susanna Steiff throttled to third in<
mark.
the 880 (2:44.7). Liz Amrien!
Five Trinity trackmen went to the As for time, he would be happy
The third mile of 4:40 put
Cronin completed a sweep of the
(5:11.2) and Steiff (5:19.9)-teamedi
Division III New England Cham- with "anything! under 15:10, my Magoun in second behind William';
weight events by winning the shot
to nail down; 1-2 in the 1500!
pionships at Bowdoin College Sa- personal best." Ail this was forgot- Bo Parker who won in a meet
(26*11"), javelin (64'1"), and discus [ metersand Amrien kept the;
turday, but it took what coach Rick ten during the face as the senior record 14:37. "No one yelled out
(67*11"). She also teamed with
winning trend! by running away" Hazetton called "the best performconcentrated on running loosely the split (14:11.5, a new Trinity
Captain Julie Behrens, Jean
with the 2 Mile (12:07). "Thej ance by a Trinity athlete in postand holding a position by the inside record by 33.5.seconds), so I didn't
Durham and Rohlfing to earn a
Women did very well in the meet j season competition that I've ever
rail behind the- leaders. After a know how close I was to national
victory in the 440yd relay (58.6).
and during the season," noted; seen" to salvage the overnight trip.
relatively slow first mile of 4:47, qualification." In the final 190 yds
Rohlfing dashed to a double
Coach Rick. Hazel ton, "Out of 14
Pat Lyle, Justin George, Dom Magoun started moving through the Bantam was passed by Bates's
victory-100(12.6) and 220(29.1),
events against Williams, we took 12
Rapini and Chip McKeehan had all the pack as the pace began to inten- Tom Rooney and missed going to
with Behrens a tenth of a second
first places. The nine girls who
finished in their events with sub-par sify . Two miles passed in 9:31.5, Case Western Reserve by .27
behind her in each sprint to give
participated put forth ati excellent
perforamnces when Alex Magoun and- then Magoun overtook four seconds. He did, however, qualify
Trin a powerful 1-2 punch. Behrens
effort, especially Deb Cronin in the
surprised himself and everyone runners to stay with the two leaders. for the New Englands, to be held
and Durham tied for first in the 100
weight events, Alison Rohlfing ia
watching by running third in the "In a race like that, you hear the next Sunday at U. Rhode Island. Is
meter hurdles (18.9) to increase the
the sprints, Liz Souder in the 5000 meters in 14:40.97.
splits, but they don't register. I kept he happy? "Well, yes, 1 think I can
lead. Souder continued her fine
jumping events and Elizabeth
Before the race, Magoun thought focusing on the man ahead of me if qualify Sunday, but I had hoped to
season of performances by leading
Ararien in the distance, and they
he "might finish seventh or eighth, he stayed with leaders, and pass him stop running to get ready for Comthe visitors in a sweep of the long
are all freshwomen." Since there
because some of the other runners if he didn't. I felt so good that the prehensives. This makes that diffiiump(13'U"); (Rohlftng-2 and
are no seniors on this squad, the
had already run the steeplechase," increased speed didn't matter."
cult."
„- Jennifer Rudin-3); flopping to first
team can look forward to an even
in the high jump,(5') with Wendy
better season next year.
•

• •
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Trinity is once again the National
Small College Rowing Champion.
Winning the Jack Bratton Point
Trophy for the second time in three
years. Trinity's oarsmen and
oarswomen culminated an exceptional season with impressive
displays of rowing skill at the Dad
Vail Regatta in Philadelphia.
Trinity dominated the two day
event, placing six out of eight crews
in the finals, and bringing home not
only the point trophy but a gold
medal in the Varsity Lightweight
division, a silver in the Varsity
Heavyweight, and a bronze in the
Freshman Lightweights,,
Friday morning dawned cool and
sunny as the Lightweight oarsmen
weighed in for their opening heats.
A slight crosswind played across
the su lane Schuylkill River
course, barely disturbing the water.
Trinity's first event of the day was
the heats for the Varsity
Heavyweight Eight; our heavies
were in, Heat 4 with URI,
Wesley.an, , George .Washington,
Ithaca, and West Virginia. With
the top three finishers advancing to
the Semi-Finals, Trinity came in
first.' distantly followed by
Wesleyan and West Virginia,
posting a time of 6:09.2. Meanwhile, the Coast Guard heavies had
just finished first in their heat with
a time of 5:58.8, which was the
fastest time in the heats for this
event.
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Women Tracksters
Outdistance Williams

Trackstar Posts Surprising Run
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